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1 – INFORMATION FOR SAFE USE 

The information below is important for the safe use of 
the Chronos IDP7600 digital valve positioner, by Valtek 
Sulamericana. Do not use the product before reading 
this bulletin and being familiar with the operation of the 
positioner.

The operation of this equipment presents some risks. 
Under certain conditions, the improper use of the 
positioner may cause material losses, injury and in 
extreme cases even death.

This product must be used only by qualified and trained 
personnel, as indicated in sections 2.1 and 2.2 of this 
manual.

Modification of this product, use of non-original parts, 
use of maintenance procedures different from those 
presented herein or the use of the product in conditions 
that exceed its design limits may adversely impair 
the performance of the positioner, place people and 
equipment at risk and void the manufacturer warranties.

Standards and good industrial safety practices must 
always be followed. This includes, without limitation: 
adherence to the plant safety procedures, and the use 
of proper clothing and personal protective equipment 
to install, operate and carry out the maintenance of the 
positioner safely.
 

2 – HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL

This manual contains the instructions required for the 
installation, operation and maintenance of the Chronos 
IDP7600 positioner and important information for the 
safe use of this product. To reduce the risk of accident 
and injury, it is important that these instructions are read 
and well understood.

All users must be aware of the content of this manual 
before installing, operating or carrying out maintenance 
in the Chronos IDP7600 positioner. It is also 
recommended to read the maintenance bulletins of the 
valve and actuator used with the positioner.

2.1 – INTENDED AUDIENCE

This positioner and the accompanying documentation 
must only be used by skilled engineers and technicians. 

No one should use this product without having a good 
understanding of the system where it will be installed and 
without knowing how the Chronos IDP7600 positioner 
works, as indicated in this manual.

2.2 – EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING OF USERS 

People who will operate the Chronos IDP7600 positioner 
must know how the product works. They must also know 
the appropriate safety procedures and must be able to 
recognize possible hazards related to the installation, 
operation and maintenance of electrical and mechanical 
equipment subjected to pressure. 

2.3 – CONTENTS

In addition to the specific information for the installation, 
operation and maintenance, this manual contains other 
useful instructions to facilitate the handling of Chronos 
IDP7600 positioner, such as: storage; unpacking; 
required tools; purchasing of spare parts, etc. To 
facilitate troubleshooting, table are is provided in the 
section 13 of the manual.

Regarding operation of the positioner, this manual 
provides the specifications and instructions required to 
configure and calibrate the positioner through the local 
interface. Instructions for configuring and calibrating the 
positioner through the remote interface are contained in 
a separate bulletin.

 2.4 SAFETY WARNINGS!

Instructions for the safe use of the Chronos IDP7600 
positioner in this manual are in accordance with ANSI 
Z535-4 standard and are classified as WARNING,  
CAUTION or NOTES, as described below. Special 
attention must be given to these instructions to avoid 
injury and/or property damage.

WARNING

Indicates the possibility of serious injury 
or even death if the recommended 
precautions are not taken.

CAUTION

Indicates the possibility of damage to the 
positioner, the adjacent equipment or the 
plant facilities if necessary precautions 
are not taken.
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Note: provides additional technical information 
that may not be obvious even for well-trained 
professionals.

Other hazards may exist in addition to those specifically 
mentioned here. Users must pay close attention to the 
specific instructions provided in this document and to 
obey the safety standards in force to ensure the proper 
handling of the positioner and to prevent injury or 
material damages.

3 – GENERAL PRODUCT INFORMATION 

The Valtek Sulamericana Chronos IDP7000 series is 
composed of advanced intelligent positioner models, 
which, in addition to offering high reliability and excellent 
performance, are easy to set up and calibrate due to 
their intuitive user interface.

Using the HART® communication protocol, the Chronos 
IDP7600 positioner offers the required flexibility to meet 
a wide range of applications while maintaining high levels 
of accuracy, convenience and reliability.

3.1 – FEATURES

 Â Excellent control performance
• 2-stage control system
• High precision 
• Fast dynamic response

 Â Rugged and reliable
• Encapsulated electronics
• Rugged anodized die-cast aluminum housing
• Polyester powder coat
• Waterproof — IP66 rated

 Â HART communication
• Works with various HART handhelds or PC 

software with the DD loaded
 Â  Fast and easy commissioning

• Fast commissioning and tuning
• Quick setup wizard
• Automated valve stroke calibration
• Automatic tuning
• Easy manual gain modification
• Menu selectable characterization

 - Linear
 - 30:1 Equal percentage
 - 21-point custom characterization
 Â  Versatile and adaptable

• Self optimizes on variety of actuator sizes

• High-flow capacity relay
• One model for both linear or rotary valves
• NAMUR - VDI/VDE 3854 mounting (optional)
• Double or single acting
• Split range functionality

 Â  Local operation and commissioning - without a 
handheld
• Large, full graphic LCD
• Backlit for easy viewing in dim light
• 4 through-the-cover buttons (flame-proof)
• Local status LEDs - visible at a distance without 

removing the cover
 Â  Online diagnostics

• Valve and positioner operating hours
• Number of stem reversals
• Internal operation status
• Other diagnostics
• Diagnostic messages displayed locally or 

remotely using HART
 Â  Suitable for hazardous locations
 Â  4-20 mA position feedback (optional)
 Â  316 stainless steel model (optional)

3.2 – TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The Chronos IDP7600 is a microprocessor-controlled 
control valve positioner. Its setpoint is derived from 
an analog 4-20 mA input. The positioner implements 
the HART protocol which allows digital signals to be 
superimposed on top of the analog current loop. This 
facilitates two-way, digital communication with HART 
capable systems and devices.

The IDP7600 can be configured for use with various 
types of pneumatic actuators. Configuration can be 
performed easily via the front panel of the device which 
contains a backlit LCD and four push-buttons. The 
push-buttons can be accessed without removing the 
front cover and allow for comfortable navigation of the 
menu-driven local interface. In addition, the positioner 
can be configured using its HART interface.  A Device 
Descriptor (DD) file is available which can be used with 
most HART handheld devices and other DD hosts. The 
DD also allows remote access to statistics gathered by 
the positioner as well as health and status information.

The 4-20 mA input provides the positioner with power,  
analog signaling and digital communication on the same 
pair of wires. The 4-20 mA signal is converted to a digital 
signal within the positioner. This allows the current loop 
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to be calibrated via the positioner’s firmware. In addition, 
the signal can be digitally manipulated and characterized.

The positioner has three characterization settings: 
linear, equal percent (=%) and custom. In linear mode 
the analog signal is linearly converted to a percentage. 
In equal percent mode, a standard equal percent curve 
is applied to the input. In custom mode, a user-defined 
curve is applied to the input. The curve is defined by 
entering 21 points into the positioner via the DD.

In addition to characterization, the control signal may 
be modified by the tight shutoff setting. When the tight 
shutoff feature is enabled and the analog input drops 
below a user-defined threshold, the positioner will close 
the valve with full supply pressure. The valve will remain 
closed until the input signal increases to 1% above the 
tight shutoff threshold.

See section 8.5 for more information on the 
characterization and tight shutoff features.
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Figure 1- Chronos IDP7600 positioner operating principle 

Figure 2 – Chronos IDP7600 positioner control loop schematic 
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Housing / Enclosure Anodized aluminum, low-copper, polyester paint (standard)

300 series stainless steel (optional)

Internal parts Aluminum and 300 series stainless steel

Soft goods Buna-N, silicone

Display Large backlit graphic LCD display.
The LCD display provides information in English, Portuguese or Spanish(1)

and displayed information can be rotated 180° for readability(2)

Pressure gauges For monitoring the supply and output pressures.  Dual scale of 0-160 psi (0-11 bar), sight glass, 
stainless steel case with brass internal components(3)

Electrical connections 1/2”-14 NPT (standard)

M20 x 1.5 (optional)

Pneumatics connections Supply and outputs: 1/4” - 18 NPT

3 Pressure gauges: 1/8” - 27 NPT

Weights(4) Aluminum version: 9.6 lbs (4.4 kg)

Stainless steel version: 20.6 lbs (9.4 kg)

Dimensions 8.4 x 5.7 x 6.5 in. (22 x 15 x 17 cm)
(1) The information can also be provided in other languages. Contact factory.
(2) The information shown on the LCD display can be rotated 180° for easier reading if the valve has to operate upside down.
(3) Other construction materials are available upon request. Contact factory.
(4) Net weight without the mounting kit and the feedback lever kit.

Medium Instrument air according to ANSI/ISA 7.0.01 (5) / Nitrogen

Supply pressure 30 to 120 psig (2.1 to 8.3 bar)

(5) Dew point should be at least 18°F (10°C) below the ambient temperature, the amount of oil should not exceed one part per million (1 ppm) and particle size should be less than 5 
microns (less than 1 micron is recommended).

Power supply Two-wire, loop powered, 4-20 mA, positioner is protected against reverse polarity

Compliance voltage 10.4 VDC @ 20 mA (typical)

Effective resistance 520 Ω @ 20 mA (typical)

Communication HART® protocol, version 7 (HART certification pending)

Minimum operating current 3.8 mA

Maximum voltage 30 VDC

3.3 – PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Table I: Physical Specifications

Table II: Pneumatic Supply

Table III: Electrical Specifications
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Mounting types Valtek linear actuators

Valtek rotary actuators

Actuators for linear valves (with sliding-stem) from other manufacturers

Rotary actuators from other manufacturers with the closing movement in the clockwise direction or 
counterclockwise direction

Quarter-turn rotary actuators with closing movement in the clockwise direction or counterclockwise direction.

Strokes Linear actuators: from 0.4 to 12 inches (from 10.2 to 304 mm), other lengths available upon request

Rotary actuators: from 0 to 90°

Mounting orientation Any

Feedback The potentiometer shaft of the positioner is mechanically linked to the valve actuator

Configuration Via local user interface (buttons and LCD display)

Via DD

Characterization Linear, equal percent or custom. Custom curve is constructed from 21 points

Gain Adjustable, locally or via HART communication

Dead band < 0.2 F.S.(6) 

Repeatability < 0.1% F.S.

Linearity Rotary actuators: <0.4% F.S.

Linear actuators: < 0.5% F.S.

Hysteresis 1.5% F.S.

Resolution 0.1% F.S.

Temperature effect ± 0.04% F.S./ºF (± 0.08% F.S./ºC)

Air Delivery With standard spool valve: 14 SCFM @ 60 psig (22.5 Nm3/h @ 4.1 bar)

Steady state air 
consumption

Typical: 0.39 SCFM @ 60 psig (0.63 Nm3/h @ 4.1 bar)

Influence of mounting 
orientation

Negligible

(6) F.S. = Full Scale.

Table V: Functional Specifications

Table VI: Performance Data

Operating temperature Standard version: -4 to 185 °F (-20 to 85 °C)

Low-temp version: -40 to 185 °F (-40 to 85 °C)

Operating humidity 0 - 95%, non-condensing

Table IV: Environmental Conditions
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4 – BEFORE INSTALLATION

Before the positioner can be installed, the technical 
specifications of the product contained on the ID label 
must be checked, and the instructions for removing the 
packaging must be read.

If the positioner has to be stored prior to installation in 
the field, follow the instructions on section 4.3 of this 
manual. 

4.1 – PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

All Chronos IDP7600 positioners have a permanent label 
at the top of the positioner housing. This label includes 
the model number with its suffix which indicates all 
technical characteristics of the product. 
Compare the model and suffix of the positioner received 
with the information in section 11 of this manual and 
check if the technical characteristics of the product 
comply with the specifications indicated in the service 
order or on the packing list.

Before installing the positioner in a hazardous (or 
classified) area, refer to section 14.

4.2 – UNPACKING

The factory original packaging is designed to protect 
the positioner properly during transport and storage. 
However, if the positioner is excessively shaken, 
dropped or heavily jarred, it may be damaged.

When receiving the Chronos IDP7600 positioner, check 
the packaging and the product and note any damage 
that may have occurred during transport. 

 Â If the positioner was damaged during transport, 
contact the shipper immediately.

 Â If there are any problems, call your Valtek 
Sulamericana representative.

WARNING

Contact the manufacturer before attempting to 
operate any product that appears to be damaged.

 Â Open the package with care and handle the 
product carefully to avoid damage. If the 
positioner has to be stored, it is advisable to 

keep it in the original factory packaging.
 Â When unpacking the positioner, compare the 
material received with the service order or the 
packing list (see section 4.1 – Identification). A 
copy of the service order is shipped inside each 
shipping container.

Note: The positioner mounting kit and the 
feedback lever kit are supplied separately. If 
these items were purchased at the same time as 
the positioner, check to see if they are inside the 
packaging received.
 

WARNING

If it is necessary to clean the outer surface 
of the Chronos IDP7600 positioner, use 
only a damp cloth. Cleaning with a damp 
cloth reduces the risk of electrostatic 
discharge.

WARNING

If the positioner is installed in a hazardous 
area with the presence of combustible 
dust – observe the marking contained 
in the product identification label – the 
positioner should be cleaned regularly 
in order to prevent the accumulation of 
dust on the enclosure. Failure to observe 
this warning will invalidate the product 
certification for use in hazardous (or 
classified) areas.

WARNING

Do not install the positioner in areas where 
it may be jarred or worn from contact with 
other surfaces.

WARNING

In hazardous locations, the positioner covers 
must not be loosened or removed while the 
unit is in operation. Electrical power must 
be disconnected before removing positioner 
covers unless regulatory approval has been 
granted. 
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4.3 – STORAGE

The Chronos IDP7600 positioner must be stored in a 
place protected against moisture, dust and other types 
of contamination. 

Before shipment from the factory, the electrical and 
pneumatic connections of the positioner are closed 
with caps to prevent the ingress of foreign material. 
The potentiometer shaft is also fitted with a plastic 
cover, protecting it against shocks. When storing the 
positioner, it should be kept in its original packaging (if 
this is not possible, use another packaging that protects 
it against shocks, falls, humidity, etc.).

Before storing the positioner for a long period, it is 
necessary to take the following precautions:

CAUTION

If it is necessary to store the positioner before 
installing it in the field, Valtek Sulamericana 
recommends storage in a dry, secure 
location with adequate ventilation.
Do not store the positioner in areas where 
relative humidity is higher than 85%. The 
temperature should be between 41°F and  
113°F (5 and 45°C). Environments containing 
excessive UV radiation, acid or alkaline mist 
or ozone sources must be avoided.
Storage in non-recommended places may 
void the manufacturer warranty.

 Â Make sure that all covers of the positioner are in 
place and fully closed.

 Â Seal electrical and pneumatic ports as well as,  
the vent hole of the positioner with suitable plastic 
caps or with an adhesive tape to prevent the 
ingress of moisture and foreign particles.

 Â Whenever possible, positioners that are to 
be stored must be kept in the original factory 
packaging. If this is not possible, use packaging 
that ensures the proper preservation of the 
equipment.

 Â If the positioner is going be stored for a long period, 
it is recommended to replace its soft parts (O-rings, 
gaskets, diaphragms, etc.) before operating it 
again. In this case, consult the factory. 

4.4 – POSITIONER OPERATION

The position of the valve is controlled by a closed 
feedback loop with electronic and pneumatic elements. 
Linear and rotary actuator mountings are compatible 
with the IDP7600. The positioner is powered through its 
two-wire 4-20 mA input and requires at least 3.8 mA to 
start up. 

    
The valve position is controlled through a dual feedback loop. 
The outer loop contains a potentiometer that measures the 
position of the stem. The control algorithm compares this 
position with the input command and triggers the inner loop 
to correct any difference in the two signals. The command 
to the inner loop activates the pressure modulator and 
causes the spool to move as necessary to correct the stem 
position. This causes a pressure differential in the actuator 
that causes the stem to move. The loops continue to adjust 
until feedback from the potentiometer indicates that the stem 
position matches the command.

Control of the spool position is driven by the pressure 
modulator and monitored by a hall effect sensor. 
The pressure is controlled with a current-to-pressure 
transducer. An electrical current fed through a series of 
magnetic coils pulls a magnetic plate closer to a nozzle, 
causing the pressure on the diaphragm to increase as the 
nozzle is closed off. The change in pressure acting on the 
diaphragm spurs the movement of the spool and the hall 
effect sensor relays the spool position feedback to the 
microprocessor to enhance device control.

Vents:
A nominal amount of supply air constantly bleeds through 
the relay as part of normal operation. This supply air is 
vented from the unit through the exhaust port located 
next to the supply line. Care should be taken to ensure 
that the vent line is always open and unobstructed. 
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5 – MOUNTING AND INSTALLATION 

If it was ordered as part of a control valve set, the factory 
will mount the Chronos IDP7600 digital positioner 
onto the actuator and calibrate the instrument. If the 
positioner is purchased separately, a mounting kit and 
feedback lever kit will also need to be purchased.

When mounting the Chronos IDP7600 positioner on an 
installed control valve, note the general safety warnings, 
as follows:

Note: The following warnings are also valid 
when removing the positioner from a control 
valve that is installed in the piping.

WARNING

When carrying out services in a valve 
installed on pipe, make sure that the valve 
is isolated from the process and that the 
pressure has been relieved on both sides 
of the valve.
Also, make sure that the valve, its 
components and accessories are at a 
temperature that can be safely handled.

WARNING

Check with plant safety personnel about 
additional precautions that are to be taken 
in cases where the valve operates with 
toxic, caustic or corrosive fluids.

WARNING

To ensure the actuator doesn’t operate in an  
unintended manner, disconnect all air supply 
lines and electric power.

WARNING

If it is necessary to remove the actuator 
from the control valve, make sure again 
that the valve is isolated from the process 
and that the process pressure has been 
relieved on both sides of the valve.

WARNING

In case the mechanical linkage between 
the positioner and the valve actuator needs 
to be manipulated, the actuator must be 
depressurized and the spring tension must 
be completely relieved. Failure to obey this 
warning may result in severe injury.

WARNING

Use appropriate procedures to ensure 
that the safety measures described above 
remain valid during the time of the control 
valve service.

WARNING

Good industrial safety practices must be 
applied during the use and maintenance of this 
equipment. Industrial standards for personal 
protection and equipment handling must also 
be observed.

WARNING

When installing, operating or maintaining 
the positioner, always use appropriate 
personal protective equipment.

5.1 – TYPES OF MOUNTING 

Chronos IDP7600 positioners may be mounted on the 
following actuator types:

 Â Linear actuators for sliding stem valves with strokes 
from 0.4 to 12 inches;

 Â Rotary actuators in general, with strokes from 0 to 90°;
 Â Heavy duty rotary actuators (“Scotch Yoke-type”) with 
strokes from 0 to 90º;

 Â Quarter-turn rotary actuators (rack and pinion), with 
strokes from 0 to 90°, including those that comply 
with NAMUR mounting standards. 

Although installing the positioner upright (with the 
buttons of the local interface below the LCD display) is 
the most practical, the IDP7600 can work in any position 
without affecting its performance.

Note: The Chronos IDP7600 positioner is equipped 
with a vent cover that prevents the ingress of water, 
but if it has to be installed upside-down, additional 
measures may need to be taken to ensure that water 
does not enter the instrument in the event of heavy 
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rainfall with strong winds. The use of an elbow formed 
from a small length of tubing, facing the ground, can 
be a simple solution in these cases.

5.2 – REQUIRED TOOLS

The tools required to mount a Chronos positioner 
on a Valtek actuator are shown in Table VII. Table VII 
also lists the tools that are required to assemble and 
disassemble  the positioner as well those required to 
make the pneumatic connections between the actuator 
and the positioner. 

5.3 – MOUNTING KITS 

To mount a Chronos positioner on Valtek actuator, select 
the appropriate mounting kit and feedback lever kit as 
shown in Tables VII, IX, X and XI.
To obtain mounting kits for actuators made by other 
manufacturers, consult Valtek Sulamericana.

Figure 3 – Rotation angles of the feedback lever

5.3.1 – ANGLES OF THE FEEDBACK LEVER

If it is necessary to create a custom mounting solution, 
because the needed mounting kit is not available 
from Valtek Sulamericana, the following angles must 
be considered for the feedback lever. Otherwise the 
feedback lever may travel beyond the active region of the 
feedback potentiometer (see Figure 3):

 Â Mounting on linear actuators: use an angle range of 
+27.5° to -27.5°, about the horizontal line.

 Â Mounting on rotary actuators: use an angle range of 
+45° to -45°, about the horizontal line.

27.5°

27.5°

45°

45°

Atuadores Rotativos:
 
Atuadores Lineares:

Rotary actuators:

Linear actuators:
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Mounting the positioner  
in Valtek linear actuators

Hex key, 5/32”

Open wrench or box-end wrench, 3/8”

Open wrench or box-end wrench, 7/16”

Open wrench or box-end wrench, 1/2”

Open wrench or box-end wrench, 9/16”

Mounting the positioner  
in Valtek rotary actuators

Phillips screwdriver

Hex key, 5/32”

Open wrench or box-end wrench, 10mm

Open wrench or box-end wrench, 3/8”

Open wrench or box-end wrench, 1/2”

Tools for installing  
the 1/4” O.D. tubings

Tubing bender, 1/4” O.D.

Open wrench, 7/16”

Open wrench, 9/16”

Grip pliers (for round nipples)

Adjustable wrench

PTFE-based sealant (Loctite® 567 or similar)

Tools for installing  
the 3/8” O.D. tubings

Tubing bender, 3/8” O.D.

Open wrench, 5/8”

Open wrench, 11/16”

Grip pliers (for round nipples)

Adjustable wrench

PTFE-based sealant (Loctite® 567 or similar)

Tool for maintenance of the 
positioner (disassembly and 

reassembly)

Phillips screwdriver

Open wrench or socket ratchet wrench, ¾”

Open wrench, 7/16”

Hex Key, 5/16”

Hex key, 5/64”

Grease for O-rings (Molykote® 55 or similar)

Threadlocker (Loctite® 242 or similar)

PTFE-based sealant (Loctite® 567 or similar)

Screwdriver (medium or large)

Screwdriver (small)

Tweezers or needle nose pliers

Grease (Interflon Fin Grease MP 2/3 or similar)

Table VII: Tools required for installation, tubing and maintenance
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Actuator Size Spud Application (Valve Families) Part Number (1) (2)

15 Sq. In. 2.36" GXL 0306390

25 Sq. In.
2.02" GLS and other linear valves 0306391

2.36" GXL 0306392

50 Sq. In.

2.02" GLS and other linear valves 0306393

2.68" GLS and other linear valves 0306394

2.95" GXL 0306395

100 and 200 Sq. In.

2.68" GLS and other linear valves 0306396

3.43" and 4.80" GLS and other linear valves (3/4" to 4" stroke) 0306397

3.43" and 4.80" GLS and other linear valves (6" to 8" stroke) 0306398
(1) The kit includes the bracket, the take-off arm and the fastening elements.

(2) The above listed mounting kits are valid for valves equipped with standard actuators. For actuators equipped with side-mounted handwheels and/or limit switches the manufacturer 
should be consulted.

Actuator Size Spud Stroke Part Number (1)

15 Sq. In. 2.36" 3/4" 0306399

25 Sq. In.
2.02" 1/2" to 1.1/2"

0306399
2.36" 3/4" to 1.1/2"

50 Sq. In.

2.02" 1/2" to 1.1/2"

03064002.68" 3"

2.95" 3/4" to 1.1/2"

100 and 200 Sq. In.

2.68" 3/4" to 3" 0306400

2.68" 4" 0306401

3.43" and 4.80"
3/4" to 3" 0306400

4" 0306401

4.80" 6" to 8" 0306402

(1) The feedback lever kit includes the feedback lever (with the bias spring and screw) and the follower pin (with nuts and wave washer).

Actuator Size Application (Valve Families)
Part Number (1) (2)

Air-to-Close or Air-to-Open

25 Sq. In. BXL, VXL and EXL 0306403

50 Sq. In. BXL, VXL and EXL 0306404

100 e 200 Sq. In. BXL, VXL and EXL 0306405
(1) The kit includes the bracket, the adapter, the take-off arm and the fastening elements.

(2) The above listed mounting kits are valid for valves equipped with standard actuators. For actuators equipped with declutchable handwheels and/or limit switches the manufacturer should be consulted.

Actuator Size

Part Number (1)

BXL / VXL EXL

Air-to-Close Air-to-Open Air-to-Close Air-to-Open

25 Sq. In. 0306406 0306407 0306407 0306406

50 Sq. In. 0306406 0306407 0306407 0306406

100 e 200 Sq. In. 0306406 0306407 0306407 0306406
(1) The feedback lever kit includes the feedback lever (with the bias spring and screw) and the follower pin (with nuts and wave washer).

Table VIII: Mounting Kits - Chronos IDP7600 Positioners on Linear Actuators

Table IX: Feedback Lever Kits - Linear Actuators

Table X: Mounting Kits - Chronos IDP7600 Positioners on Rotary Actuators

Table XI: Feedback Lever Kits - Rotary Actuators
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5.4 – PREPARATION OF THE POSITIONER

On most linear actuators, including Valtek actuators, 
Chronos IDP7600 positioners are mounted with the 
feedback lever turned to the right side (as viewed from 
the front with the buttons below the LCD), although  
assembly with the feedback lever on the left side is also 
possible.

On rotary actuators closing the valve usually rotates the 
shaft clockwise. Some actuators, however, rotate in the 
opposite direction. If the direction of rotation is unknown, 
it can be determined as follows:

A) In single or double-acting actuators which are 
equipped with springs, the force of the spring(s) is 
responsible for moving the valve to the fail-safe position 
when the chambers of the actuator are not pressurized. 
Apply air pressure directly to the actuator chamber that 
is located opposite the springs and see which direction 
the stem (or shaft) of the actuator moves, when the 
control valve is closed. When the Chronos IDP7600 
positioner is not powered, the output #1 remains without 
pressure and the output #2 is pressurized. 

B) In double-acting actuators with no springs, the 
fail position can be either “fail-open” or “fail-close”. 
Therefore the fail position must be set up by the 
customer. Once the fail position is determined, the shaft 
direction of rotation may be determined by applying air 
pressure directly to the appropriate actuator chamber. 
This will indicate which way the shaft will rotate. When 
the Chronos IDP7600 positioner is not powered, the 
output #1 remains without pressure and the output #2 
is pressurized. 

5.5 – MOUNTING ON LINEAR ACTUATORS 

To mount Chronos positioner in Valtek linear actuators, 
select the mounting kit and the feedback lever kit as 
shown in Tables VIII and IX, see Figure 5 and proceed 
as follows:

 Â Install the positioner mounting bracket, tightening firmly 
the two bolts that secure the bracket on the yoke leg of 
the actuator. Do not forget to use two spring washers.

 Â Install the feedback lever on the potentiometer shaft, 
which is located at the rear face of the positioner. In this 
case, the flat face of the potentiometer shaft must be 
on the side of the positioner with the pressure gauges 
(see Figure 4) and the feedback lever will be facing the 

right side of the positioner (towards the terminal lid). 
Firmly tighten the socket-head screw that secures the 
feedback lever to the potentiometer shaft.

 Â Install the positioner (with the feedback lever already 
installed) on the bracket attached to the yoke leg, 
tightening the three screws that secure the positioner in 
the bracket. Use a spring washer on each screw.

 Â Using a pressure regulator valve, apply air pressure 
directly to the actuator until the position indicator, 
installed on the actuator stem, indicates 50% of 
opening. On valves with air-to-open configuration, the 
air pressure should be applied to the lower chamber of 
the cylinder; on valves with air-to-close configuration, 
the air pressure should be applied to the upper chamber 
of the cylinder.

 Â Thread a nut as far as possible up the threaded end of 
the follower pin.

 Â Insert the smooth end of the follower pin into the 
feedback lever slot and then place the threaded end 
of the pin in the hole in the take-off arm. Use the hole 
that keeps the feedback lever as close as possible to 
horizontal.

 Â Install the wave washer and then install the locknut on 
the follower pin, tighten it firmly.

 Â Vary the air pressure applied to the actuator in order to 
move the stem along the entire stroke length (from 0 
to 100%). Verify that the follower pin remains properly 
connected to the feedback lever over the entire valve 
stroke.

 Â Disconnect the air supply and relieve the pressure in the 
actuator chamber.

 Â Install the tubings and fittings for the pneumatic 
connection between the positioner and the actuator, 
according to the instructions in Section 6 of this manual.
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Figure 4 – Direction of the potentiometer shaft and mounting of the feedback lever for installation 
on Valtek linear actuators
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Figure 5 - Mounting the Chronos positioner on a  Valtek linear actuator
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5.6 – MOUNTING ON ROTARY ACTUATORS

To mount the Chronos positioner on a Valtek rotary 
actuator, select the mounting kit and the feedback lever 
kit as shown in Tables XI and XII. Refer to the figures 
indicated and proceed as follows:

BXL and VXL valves in air-to-open / fail-close 
configuration

 Â Attach the connector to the splined lever of the 
actuator with the two auxiliary holes toward the left 
side (see Figure 6). Firmly tighten the two screws 
securing the connector to the splined lever.

 Â Attach the take-off arm to the connector shoulder so 
it is pointing to the upper left quadrant (see Figures 6 
and 7), and tighten the screw that attaches the take-
off arm to the connector.

 Â Install the positioner on the “L” bracket which is 
attached to the actuator transfer case (see Figure 7). 
Tighten the four screws that secure the positioner to 
the bracket. Use spring washers on these screws.

 Â Connect the feedback lever to the potentiometer 
shaft, which is located at the rear face of the 
positioner. In this case, the flat of the potentiometer 
shaft must face the side of the positioner with the 
pneumatic cover (see Figure 4). The feedback lever 
should face the same side. Firmly tighten the screw 
that secures the feedback lever to the potentiometer 
shaft.

 Â Attach the positioner (with the feedback lever already 
installed) and the bracket to the actuator transfer 
case. Tighten the two screws that secure the bracket 
to the transfer case. Use spring washers on these 
screws.

 Â Slide the follower pin through the slot in the feedback 
lever and position it so it can be connected to the 
hole in the take-off arm. Attach the follower pin to 
the take-off arm and use the nut and wave washer to 
secure the pin in place.

 Â Install the tubing and fittings for the pneumatic 
connection between the positioner and the actuator, 
according to the instructions in Section 6 of this 
manual.

BXL and VXL valves in air-to-close /  fail-open 
configuration

 Â Attach the connector to the splined lever of the 
actuator with the two auxiliary holes toward the top 
(see Figure 8). Firmly tighten the two screws securing 
the connector to the splined lever.

 Â Attach the take-off arm to the connector shoulder so 
it is pointing to the upper right quadrant (see Figures 
8 and 9), and tighten the screw that attaches the 
take-off arm to the connector.

 Â Install the positioner on the “L” bracket which is 
attached to the actuator transfer case (see Figure 10). 
Tighten the four screws that secure the positioner to 
the bracket. Use spring washers on these screws.

 Â Connect the feedback lever to the potentiometer 
shaft, which is located at the rear face of the positioner. 
In this case, the flat of the potentiometer shaft must 
face the side of the positioner with the pneumatic 
cover (see Figure 4). The feedback lever should be 
turned to the right side of the positioner (toward the 
terminal lid). Firmly tighten the screw that secures the 
feedback lever to the potentiometer shaft.

 Â Attach the positioner (with the feedback lever already 
installed) and the bracket in the actuator transfer 
case. Tighten the two screws that secure the bracket 
in the transfer case. Use spring washers on these 
screws.

 Â Slide the follower pin through the slot in the feedback 
lever and position it so it can be connected to the 
hole in the take-off arm. Attach the follower pin to 
the take-off arm and use the nut and wave washer to 
secure the pin in place.

 Â Install the tubing and fittings for the pneumatic 
connection between the positioner and the actuator, 
according to the instructions in Section 6 of this 
manual.
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Figure 7 – Mounting the Chronos positioner in rotary actuators for BXL and VXL valves (air-to-open / fail-close configuration)

Figure 6 – Mounting of the connector and take-off arm in rotary actuators for BXL and VXL 
valves (air-to-open / fail-close configuration)

Take-off arm Connector
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Figure 8 – Mounting of the connector and take-off arm in rotary actuators for BXL and VXL 
valves (air-to-close / fail-open configuration)

Figure 9 – Mounting the Chronos positioner in rotary actuators for BXL and VXL valves (air-to-close / fail-open configuration)

Take-off armConnector
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EXL valves in the air-to-open / fail-close 
configuration

 Â Attach the connector to the splined lever of the 
actuator with the two auxiliary holes toward the 
top (see Figure 10). Firmly tighten the two screws 
securing the connector to the splined lever.

 Â Attach the take-off arm to the connector shoulder 
so that it is pointing to the upper right quadrant 
(see Figures 10 and 11), and tighten the screw that 
attaches the take-off arm to the connector.

 Â  Install the positioner on the “L” bracket which is 
attached to the actuator transfer case (see Figure 11). 
Tighten the four screws that secure the positioner to 
the bracket. Use spring washers on these screws.

 Â Connect the feedback lever to the potentiometer 
shaft, which is located at the rear face of the positioner. 
In this case, the flat of the potentiometer shaft must 
face the side of the positioner with the pneumatic 
cover (see Figure 4). The feedback lever should  be 
turned to the right side of the positioner (toward the 
terminal lid). Firmly tighten the screw that secures the 
feedback lever to the potentiometer shaft.

 Â Attach the positioner (with the feedback lever already 
installed) and the bracket to the actuator transfer 
case. Tighten the two screws that secure the bracket 
to the transfer case. Use spring washers on these 
screws.

 Â Slide the follower pin through the slot in the feedback 
lever and position it so it can be connected to the 
hole in the take-off arm. Attach the follower pin to 
the take-off arm and use the nut and wave washer to 
secure the pin in place.

 Â Install the tubing and fittings for the pneumatic 
connection between the positioner and the actuator, 
according to the instructions in Section 6 of this 
manual.

EXL valves with the air-to-close / fail-open 
configuration

 Â Attach the connector to the splined lever of the 
actuator with the two auxiliary holes toward the left 
side (see Figure 12). Firmly tighten the two screws 
securing the connector to the splined lever.

 Â  Attach the take-off arm to the connector shoulder 
so that it is pointing to the upper left quadrant (see 
Figures 12 and 13), and tighten the screw that 
attaches the take-off arm to the connector.

 Â Install the positioner on the “L” bracket which is 
attached in the actuator transfer case (see Figure 14). 
Tighten the four screws that secure the positioner to 
the bracket. Use spring washers on these screws.

 Â Connect the feedback lever to the potentiometer 
shaft, which is located at the rear face of the 
positioner. In this case, the flat of the potentiometer 
shaft must face the side of the positioner with the 
pneumatic cover (see Figure 5).The feedback lever 
should be turned toward the same side. Firmly 
tighten the screw that secures the feedback lever to 
the potentiometer shaft.

 Â Attach the positioner (with the feedback lever already 
installed) and the bracket in the actuator transfer 
case. Tighten the two screws that secure the bracket 
in the transfer case. Use spring washers on these 
screws.

 Â Slide the follower pin through the slot in the feedback 
lever and position it so it can be connected to the 
hole in the take-off arm. Attach the follower pin to 
the take-off arm and use the nut and wave washer to 
secure the pin in place.

 Â Install the tubing and fittings for the pneumatic 
connection between the positioner and the actuator, 
according to the instructions in Section 6 of this 
manual.
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Figure 11 – Mounting of the Chronos positioner on the rotary actuator of EXL valve (air-to-open / fail-close configuration)

Figure 10 – Mounting the connector and the take-off arm on the rotary actuator of EXL valve 
(air-to-open / fail-close configuration)
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Take-off armConnector
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Figure 13 –Mounting of the Chronos positioner on a rotary actuator of EXL valve (air-to-close / fail-open configuration)

Figure 12 – Mounting the connector and the take-off arm on the rotary actuator of EXL valve 
(air-to-close / fail-open configuration)

Take-off arm
Connector
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6 – PNEUMATIC SUPPLY

The Chronos IDP7600 digital positioner is insensitive 
to pressure changes and may work with compressed 
air supply ranging from 30 to 120 psig. If the air supply 
pressure available is higher than the maximum allowable 
air pressure of the positioner and/or actuator, it will be 
necessary to use a pressure regulator to lower the 
pressure to allowable values. (In the case of spring-
diaphragm actuators, do not confuse the maximum 
working pressure of the actuator with the spring range.)
The use of an air filter is highly recommended for all 
applications where it might be possible to have moisture 
or airborne contaminants in the compressed air supply.

WARNING

Do not exceed the maximum pressure 
indicated on the positioner label and 
the pressure indicated in the actuator 
sticker (the lower of the two maximum 
supply pressures must be used). Failure 
to observe this warning may cause severe 
injury and property damage.

Note: The air supply must comply with the ISA 
7.0.01 standard: the dew point must be at least 18°F 
below the room temperature; the particle size must 
be smaller than five microns - it is recommended 
that it be smaller than one micron - and the amount 
of oil will not exceed one part per million (1 ppm).

6.1 – TUBING SIZES

Once the positioner has been fitted to the valve actuator, the 
tubing for the pneumatics must be installed. 
Select the size of the tubing according to table XII and the 
required tools according to table VII before attaching the 
tubing.

6.2 – PNEUMATIC TUBING CONNECTIONS
 
Air-to-open and air-to-close configurations are defined 
by the pneumatic tubing between the positioner and the 
valve actuator, and not by positioner software settings.

When the selection of the air action is carried out during 
the configuration, this selection indicates to the positioner 
how the tubing is connected to the actuator.  

The lower output port is called output #1 and it must be 
connected, by means of tubing, to the actuator chamber 
that will receive air to begin the correct action when there 
is a signal increase.

Before configuring the positioner, ensure the tubing to 
the actuator chambers is correct. The correct connection 
of the tubing is essential for the positioner to operate 
properly and for the valve to reach the appropriate failsafe 
position. See Figure 14 and follow the instructions below:

Figure 14 – Pneumatic ports

Table XII: TUBING SIZES

Actuator Size Sq. In. Standard tubing size

15, 25, 50 or 100 1/4” O.D. (1) (2)

200 and larger 3/8” O.D. (3)

(1) Also suitable for actuators from other manufacturers whose maximum 
volume above the piston (or diaphragm) is up to 1031 Cu.In. (16898 cm3).

(2) Depending on the required stroking time, actuators with sizes 15, 25, 
50 and 100 can be fitted optionally with 3/8” O.D. tubings.

(3) Also suitable for actuators from other manufacturers whose maximum 
volume above the piston (or the diaphragm) is equal to or higher than 
1031 Cu.In. (16898 cm3).

Pneumatic 
supply

Output #1

Output #2
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6.2.1 – DOUBLE-ACTING LINEAR 
ACTUATORS

Air-to-open configuration: the output port #1 of the 
positioner must be connected, by means of tubing, to 
the lower chamber of the actuator and the output port
#2 must be connected to the upper chamber.
Air-to-close configuration: the output port #1 of the 
positioner must be connected, by means of tubing, to 
the upper chamber of the actuator and the output port
#2 must be connected to the lower chamber.

 Â With the pneumatic tubing properly installed, connect 
the air supply to the supply port located at the bottom 
of the positioner housing (labeled “SUPPLY”) and 
carry out the configuration and calibration procedures 
in Section 8.7 of this manual.

WARNING

When operating the actuator, keep hands, 
hair, clothing, etc. away from the moving 
parts of the valve and the actuator. 
Failure to follow this warning may result 
in serious injury.

 Â When the actuator chambers are pressurized, apply 
a solution of water and soap to the pneumatic tubing 
and fittings in order to find any leaks between the 
positioner and the actuator.

6.2.2 – DOUBLE-ACTING ROTARY 
ACTUATORS 

In the rotary actuator the output port #1 of the positioner 
must be connected, by means of tubing, to the lower 
chamber of the actuator and the output port #2 of the 
positioner must be connected to the upper chamber. 
This indication for the pneumatic interconnection must 
be followed regardless of the air action, because in the 
case of rotary actuators, the orientation of the transfer 
case determines the air action.

 Â With the tubing properly installed, connect the air 
supply to the supply port located at the bottom of 
the positioner housing (labeled “SUPPLY”) and carry 
out the configuration and calibration procedures in 
Section 8.7 of this manual.

WARNING

When operating the actuator, keep hands, 
hair, clothing, etc. away from the moving parts 
of the valve and the actuator. Failure to follow 
this warning may result in serious injury.

• When the actuator chambers are pressurized, apply a 
solution of water and soap to the pneumatic tubing and 
fittings in order to find any leaks between the positioner 
and the actuator.

6.2.3 – SINGLE-ACTING ACTUATORS

In single-acting actuators, the output port #1 of the 
positioner must always be connected, by means of 
tubing, to the pneumatic side of the actuator (the side 
opposite the spring) regardless of the air action. The 
output port #2 must be plugged.

 Â  With the tubing properly installed, connect the air 
supply to the supply port located at the bottom of 
the positioner housing (labeled “SUPPLY”) and carry 
out the configuration and calibration procedures in 
Section 8.7 of this manual.

WARNING

When operating the actuator, keep hands, 
hair, clothing, etc. away from the moving 
parts of the valve and the actuator. Failure 
to follow this warning may result in serious 
injury.

 Â When the actuator chambers are pressurized, apply 
a solution of water and soap to the pneumatic tubing 
and fittings in order to find any leaks between the 
positioner and the actuator.
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7 – CABLING AND GROUNDING GUIDELINES 

WARNING

When performing the electrical connection 
(cabling) of the Chronos IDP7600 positioner, 
follow all the rules applicable to hazardous 
areas, the national and local electrical 
codes and the plant safety rules.

WARNING

When performing the electrical connection 
(wiring) of the Chronos positioner in a 
hazardous (or classified) area, use only 
cables compatible with the marking 
contained in the positioner label. Failure 
to observe this warning will invalidate the 
product certification for use in hazardous 
(or classified) areas.

WARNING

Disconnect the power supply before 
performing any maintenance work and 
before opening the positioner covers 
(except the button cover) when the 
positioner is installed in a hazardous area. 

WARNING

The field terminal box of Chronos IDP7600 
has two ports for electrical conduit. For 
convenience, one of the ports is sealed with 
an approved metal NPT plug. If the sealed 
port needs to be used, remove the metal 
plug and use it to seal the unused port if it is 
not connected to conduit. This is necessary 
to protect the positioner from moisture 
and corrosive atmosphere. Failure to seal 
unused ports with approved stopping plugs 
will invalidate the product certification for 
use in hazardous (or classified) areas.

WARNING

The electrical connections for conduit en-
try are ½” NPT. Adapters for M20 thread 
can optionally be provided.
Before installation, make sure the electrical 
connection for conduit entry is compatible 
with the threads of the positioner housing: 

7.1 – CABLING FOR 4-20 mA SIGNAL

The Chronos IDP7600 digital positioner is powered by 
the 4-20 mA control signal itself. Although it is protected 
against reverse polarity, it is necessary to observe the 
correct polarity when connecting wires to the field 
terminals. Otherwise, the positioner cannot operate. 
Connect the wires of the 4-20 mA current source to the 
input terminals on the positioner (see Figure 15).

CAUTION

Never connect a voltage source directly 
to the terminals of the positioner, because 
this may cause permanent damage to the 
circuit boards.

The current must be limited for operating with a 4-20 mA 

Figure 15: Field terminal box
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 HART
Terminals

Field 
Terminal:
4 - 20 mA 

input signal

Field terminals for 
optional features

Shielded cable 4-20 mA current source

Connect shield at source 
ground 4-20 mA current source

________

/ / / / /
Conduit entryConduit entry

Potentiometer
Shaft

Housing

Housing 
grounding screw

never force the union of two different types 
of threads, as this may cause accidents and 
void the product certification for installation  
in hazardous (or classified) areas.
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signal, and the minimum operating current is 3.8 mA. 
The control signal for the Chronos digital positioner should 
be sent through a shielded cable. The shielding should be 
tied to ground at only one end of the cable. Preferably, 
the shielding should be connected at the source.

7.2 – GROUNDING SCREW

Grounding screws, located inside and outside of the field 
terminal box, must be used to provide a suitable and reliable 
ground to the unit. This ground must be tied to the same 
ground of the electrical conduit. Additionally, the electrical 
conduit must be grounded at both ends of its run.

WARNING

For installation in hazardous locations, re-
fer to section 14 for specific instructions.

WARNING

Grounding screws, located inside and 
outside of the field terminal box, should not 
be used for grounding the cable shielding.

7.3 – COMPLIANCE VOLTAGE 

The compliance voltage of the loop current source 
must be adequate to power the positioner. Here, the 
compliance voltage is defined as the maximum voltage 
the current source can produce in order to create the 
desired current. The compliance voltage of the current 
source must be higher than the total of all the voltage 
drops in the current loop at the maximum loop current.

Voltage drops occur as a result of wire resistance and 
other devices. For example, if a barrier is used, it may 
produce a voltage drop in the loop. The maximum 
voltage drop of resistive elements in the current loop can 
be calculated by multiplying the sum of their resistances 
by the maximum loop current. The voltage drop of the 
Chronos IDP7600 is 10.4 VDC and varies only slightly 
with respect to loop current.

The following is an example calculation that only considers 
voltage drops from the wire and the resistive element of a 
barrier. Other voltage drops may need to be considered.

Note: The actual voltage at the terminals may vary 
depending on the control signal (mA), the HART 

communication status and ambient temperature.

CAUTION

Never connect a voltage source directly to the 
terminals of the positioner, because this may 
cause permanent damage to the circuit boards.

To check if the current loop can support the Chronos IDP7600 
positioner, the following calculation must be performed:

Voltage = Compliance Voltage – 

CurrentMax.  x  (RBarrier + Rwire)

To support the Chronos digital positioner safely, the 
calculated voltage must be greater than 10.4 VDC.

Example:

Compliance Voltage of the DCS = 24 VDC

RBarrier = 250 Ω

RWire = 20 Ω

CurrentMax. = 20 mA

Voltage = 24 VDC - 0.020 A x (250 + 20) = 18.6 VDC

Since 18.6 VDC is higher than the 10.4 VDC required by 
the positioner, it can be assumed that the compliance 
voltage of the current source is sufficient.

The Chronos IDP7600 positioner has an equivalent 
impedance of 520Ω with a 20 mA input signal.

Note: Because other conditions can affect the 
total voltage drop in the current loop, a wide 
margin should be added to the 10.4 VDC that is 
necessary for the positioner to operate.

7.4 – CABLE REQUIREMENTS

The HART protocol provides a means of digital 
communication with the positioner. HART signals are carried 
along the same wires used for the 4-20 mA current loop.

Reliable HART communication requires a low RC time 
constant of the entire network. The RC time constant is 
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than the 65 µs limit. In this example 51.7 µs is less 
than 65 µs so this configuration is suitable for HART 
communication.

8 – CONFIGURATION AND CALIBRATION 

8.1 – LOCAL USER INTERFACE

The local interface of the Chronos positioner is 
composed of the liquid crystal display, the warning 
LEDs and the command buttons (see Figure 16).

8.1.1 – LCD DISPLAY AND LEDs

The LCD of the Chronos positioner is a graphical display, 
with a backlight to facilitate reading at night or when the 
positioner is installed in low light.

Note: When operating with analog 4-20 mA signal, 
the intensity of the backlight may vary. It may be 
brighter as the control signal increases. This is a 
part of normal operation.

 

Additionally, the large display size (2.1 x 0.63 in.) allows 
up to four lines of text to be viewed at once.

Color LEDs, located above the display, serve to draw 
the attention of the users to the general status of the 
positioner, as follows:

influenced by the following:

• The intrinsic safety barrier;
• The cable connected to the positioner and;
• The positioner itself.

The RC time constant of the network can be calculated 
using the following formula. RC must be below 65 µs for 
reliable communication.

RC = (RBarrier + RCable + RPositioner) x (CBarrier + CCable + CPositioner)

Where:

RBarrier = Resistance of the intrinsic safety barrier (from barrier 
datasheet)

CBarreir = Capacitance of the intrinsic safety barrier (from 
barrier datasheet)

RCable = Resistance of the cable (from cable datasheet)

CCable = Capacitance of the cable (from cable datasheet)

RPositioner = Input resistance of the positioner (295 Ω)

CPositioner = Input capacitance of the positioner (2.6 nF)

Let’s consider an example with the following parameters:

Intrinsic Safety 
Barrier

3000 ft Cable
Chronos 
IDP7600

RBarrier = 300 Ω RCable = 6.5mΩ per ft RPositioner = 295 Ω

CBarrier = 0 pF CCable = 27.2 pF per ft CPositioner = 2.6 pF

Step 1: 
Calculate RCable and CCable as follows for the cable length 
required (3000 ft in this example).

RCable = 6.5 mΩ per ft x 3000 ft = 19.5 Ω
CCable = 27.2 pF per ft x 3000 ft = 81.6 nF

Step 2: 
Substitute the values above into the RC time constant 
formula

RC = (300 Ω + 19.5 Ω + 295 Ω) × (0 pF + 81.6 nF + 2.6 
nF) = 51.7 µS

Step 3: 
Compare and ensure the result of step 2 is less 

Buttons

LCD

Figure 16: Local user interface

LEDs
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Green LED (left): indicates that the positioner is 
operating correctly.

Yellow LED (center): indicates that the positioner has a 
problem that needs to be checked, but it does not require 
immediate maintenance or replacement of the equipment.

Red LED (right): indicates that the positioner has 
a problem that requires immediate maintenance or 
replacement of the equipment. 

The information and icons shown on the LCD display 
are:

Figure 17: Details of the LCD display

(1) Valve position: 
This area of the display shows the position of the valve 
as a percentage of the stroke. The 100% position 
is displayed when the valve is fully open and the 0% 
position when the valve is fully closed.

(2) Control mode:

 Analog - the valve setpoint will follow the 4-20 mA 
input signal.

 Digital - the valve setpoint will follow the HART 
communication.

 Out of service - the pilot-relay is in its fail-safe 
position and the positioner does not respond to either 
analog or digital setpoints.

(3) Characterization:

 Linear

 Equal Percent

 Custom

(4) Tight shutoff
[No indication] – the “Tight Shutoff” function is disabled.

 Enabled – the “Tight Shutoff” function is armed 

but not active.

 Active – the “Tight Shutoff” function is armed and 
currently holding the valve at 0% (fully closed).

(5) Tuning mode:

    [autotune]   
 
The tuning will be less responsive (negative numbers) or 
more responsive (positive numbers) than was determined 
during the last autocalibration. When no icon is displayed, 
the positioner will use the tuning settings that were 
determined during the latest autocalibration.

 Manual - the tuning has been set manually, 
through the Device Description (DD).

(6) Local user interface lock:

 Locked – the local user interface has been locked 
via HART. The user interface may also be automatically 
locked due to a stuck button (a message will appear on 
the LCD display if this is the case – refer to Section 8.8).

(7) HART communication:

 Receiving – the positioner is receiving data from the 
HART interface.

 Transmitting – the positioner is sending data to the 
HART interface.

(8) Two lines of text:
These two lines of the display show messages, alerts 
and error conditions. See Section 8.8 for an explanation 
of the messages.

Other icons definitions:

 Menu items with this icon are submenus. Their selection 
will open a menu instead of performing an action.

 Menu items with this icon begin a process or wizard.

 This icon appears next to items currently selected 
in a list.

  These icons appear on the upper-right and lower-
right of the display if there is more information above or 
below the information that is currently being displayed. 
Use the [Up] and [Down] buttons to scroll.
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8.1.2 – BUTTONS 

To access the buttons for the local user interface it is 
necessary to loosen the screw at the top of the button 
cover. The screw is captive and it is not necessary to 
remove the screw from the cover (see Figure 18). 

Figure 19 – Button cover for the local user interface

The Chronos IDP7600 positioner has four buttons in its 
user interface: [Enter/Menu], [Back], [UP] and [Down] as 
shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19 - Buttons for local user interface

Button cover screw

Button cover

[Back]

[Up]

[Down]

[Enter]

8.2 – START-UP

As the positioner powers on, the following screen will be 
displayed on the LCD display:

Home Screen

After a few seconds, the LCD display of the positioner 

will automatically display the status screen:

Status Screen

 

8.3 – CONFIGURATION WITH THE QUICK 
SETUP WIZARD

The IDP7600 has a Quick Setup Wizard, which may be 
used to easily configure the positioner for most control 
valves. To start the Quick Setup Wizard, press the 
[Enter/Menu] button to display the main menu and then 
press the [Enter/Menu] button again to select the “Quick 
Setup”.

Follow the instructions on the screen to configure the 
positioner. Use the [Up] and [Down] buttons to change 
the selections and the [Enter/Menu] and [Back] buttons 
to move to the next selections and to return to the 
previous ones, respectively.

Note that selecting “Air-to-close” in the “Air Action” field 
of the Quick Setup Wizard, will automatically set the 
“Signal when closed” setting to “20 mA when closed”.  
However, this does not occur when modifying the  
“Air Action” setting manually (see section 8.4, “Manual 
Configuration”).

Changes carried out in the Quick Setup Wizard will not 
take effect immediately: when reaching the end of the 
Quick Setup Wizard, the user will be asked to apply 
the chosen settings. Once the [Enter/Menu] button is 
pressed while the “yes” option is selected in the prompt 
“Apply Changes”, all settings chosen in the Quick Setup 
Wizard will be applied.
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WARNING

The valve may move when the settings are 
applied. The settings in the Quick Setup 
Wizard can affect how the positioner 
controls the actuator; take all necessary 
precautions to avoid injury in case the new 
settings cause a sudden change in the 
valve stem (or shaft) position.

To cancel the Quick Setup Wizard, press the [Back] 
button at the first prompt, or select the “Cancel” option 
and press the [Enter/Menu] button when asked to apply 
the changes.

After confirming the settings carried out in the Quick 
Setup Wizard, the user will be prompted to perform 
autocalibration. If the autocalibration has not been 
carried out, it must be performed at this time.

WARNING

Autocalibration will cause the valve to move, 
regardless of the control signal; take all 
necessary precautions to avoid injury when 
the valve stem (or shaft) starts to move.

8.4 – MANUAL CONFIGURATION  

To change the settings, press the [Enter/Menu] button on 
the status screen. The main menu will be displayed.
Use the [Up] and [Down] buttons to navigate through the 
menu. Use the [Enter/Menu] button to select submenus or 
to make changes. Press [Back] to return to the previous 
menu. Pressing  the  [Back]  button  when  the  positioner  
is displaying the main menu will cause the positioner to 
display the status screen again. The status screen will 
also be displayed if the user presses the [Enter/Menu] 
twice when selecting an item or after about 30 seconds of 
inactivity.

8.5 – MENU STRUCTURE

Table XIII: Menu Structure

1. Quick Setup Wizard

2. Autocalibration 

3. Tuning
  Autotune -3
  Autotune -2
  Autotune -1
  Autotune
  Autotune +1
  Autotune +2
  Autotune +3
  Manual tuning

4. Air action
  Air-to-open
  Air-to-close

5. Signal when closed
  4 mA when closed
  20 mA when closed

6. Control mode
  Analog mode
  Digital mode 
  Out of service

7. Characterization
  Linear
  Equal percent
  Custom

8. Tight shutoff
  Off
  On

9. Feedback direction
  CW to Close (standard)
  CCW to Close

10. Settings
  Language
   English
   Portuguese
   Spanish
  LCD display orientation
   Normal
   Inverted
  System information
    Type of HART device
   HART Identification
   Version of the SW/HW/Device
  Reset

For information about the settings found in the menu 
structure, refer to the corresponding foloowing sections:
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1 – Quick Setup Wizard

The Quick Setup Wizard will guide the user through 
a series of common configuration options (items 4 to 
9 of the menu structure), including: air action, signal 
when closed, control mode, characterization, tight 
shutoff and feedback direction. 

Use the [Up] and [Down] buttons to change the 
settings. Use the [Enter/Menu] button to advance 
and the [Back] button to return to the Quick Setup 
Wizard. 

To exit the wizard without saving the changes, you 
can proceed to the prompt “Apply Changes” and 
select “Cancel” or press the [Back] button until the 
status screen is displayed.

Changes carried out through the Quick Setup Wizard 
will not take effect until the option “Yes” is selected 
in the prompt “Apply Changes”. At the end of the 
Quick Setup Wizard, the user will have the option to 
run the autocalibration routine. For more information, 
refer to Section 8.7.

2 – Autocalibration

Selecting the “autocalibration” option will begin an 
automatic process for determining the physical limits of 
movement of the valve stem (or shaft) and calibrating 
them to 0% and 100% of the stroke.

Key characteristics of the actuator are also 
measured during autocalibration and they are used 
by the positioner to calculate the appropriate tuning 
parameters (autotune).
The autocalibration process will move the stem/
shaft of the valve to each of its extremes, and then, 
will control at a point near 50% of the stroke for a 
moment, while the positioner measures the actuator 
characteristics.

3 – Tuning

This menu may be used to modify the gains 
automatically calculated and chosen by the positioner 
during the last successful autocalibration. 

The “Autotune +1”, “Autotune +2” and “Autotune +3” 
settings represent gains progressively higher than those 
chosen by the positioner during the autocalibration, 
i.e., the valve will respond more quickly. 

The “Autotune -1”, “Autotune -2” and “Autotune -3” 
settings represent gains progressively lower than those 
chosen by the positioner during the autocalibration, 
i.e., the valve will respond more slowly.

An icon will be displayed to indicate the tuning mode: 

For example, the icon  indicates that the “Autotune 
+1” gain is being used. When the gain automatically 
chosen during the autocalibration is used, no icon will 
be displayed.

Choosing the “Manual Tuning” option will keep 
the gain previously selected and will prevent that 
it may be overwritten in the future during a new 
autocalibration process (the autocalibration process 
will ask the user whether the manual tuning should 
be overwritten).

Changing the tuning setting via the Device Description 
(DD) will automatically select the “Manual Tuning” 
mode. Switching out of the “Manual Tuning” mode will 
overwrite the gain manually adjusted by any tuning 
option that is selected.
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The icon  will be displayed when the positioner is 
in the “Manual Tuning” mode.

4 – Air action
 

This menu item must be set to match the configuration 
of the valve/actuator mechanical tubing and the position 
where the spring is mounted on the actuator, since these 
items will determine the air action of the system:

Select air-to-open if the positioner is connected to the 
actuator such that a pressure increase in output #1 of 
the positioner will cause valve to open.

Select air-to-close if the positioner is connected to the 
actuator such that a pressure increase in output #1 of 
the positioner will cause valve to close.

5 – Signal when closed

Normally, this item will be set to 4 mA when for an 
actuator with air-to-open configuration and to 20 mA for 
an actuator with air-to-close configuration:

4 mA: Selecting 4 mA will make the valve go to the fully 
closed position when the signal is a 4 mA and go to the 
fully open position when the signal is 20 mA.

20 mA: Selecting 20 mA will make the valve go to the 
fully closed position when the signal is a 20 mA and go 

to the fully open position when the signal is 4 mA.

6 – Control mode

 

In the “analog” control mode, the position of the valve 
stem/shaft is controlled to a value corresponding to the 
4-20 mA analog input signal, after the following settings 
have been applied to the input: signal when closed, 
characterization and tight shutoff.

In the “digital” control mode, the position of the valve stem/
shaft is controlled to the value set via the HART interface. 
While the positioner is in the “Analog” control mode, the 
digital setpoint is continuously updated with the analog 
setpoint, which allows for a bumpless transfer from the 
“analog” control mode to the “digital” control mode.

In the “Out of Service” mode, the I/P is de-energized, 
the output #1 is vented and the output #2 is pressurized. 
If the autocalibration is run while the positioner is in the 
“Out of Service” mode, the coil will be energized and the 
control valve will move.

7 – Characterization

Linear: selecting the “linear” characteristic will make 
the actuator respond proportionally to the control signal, 
whether it is an analog (4-20 mA) or digital signal. Due 
to the “equal percent” inherent characteristic of most 
of the rotary valves, selecting the “linear” option during 
the configuration of the Chronos IDP7600 positioner will 
provide, to the rotary valves, a Cv curve with an “equal 
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percent” characteristic.

Equal percent (=%): selecting the “equal percent” 
characteristic will cause the response of the actuator 
to the control signal to be based in a standard equal 
percent curve with rangeability of 30:1.

Custom: if the characterization option is set to “custom”, 
the positioner will be characterized based on a user-
defined table. The table can be entered with the aid of a 
HART handheld or other host software. The default setting 
for the “custom” curve profile is a modified quick open 
Cv curve, which should be used on the majority of Valtek 
Sulamericana rotary valves to give linear Cv characteristic.

The 21 points used as default for a characteristic curve 
with “custom” profile are shown in Table XV below and 
they may be changed via HART (values between the points 
will be linearly interpolated).

Table XIV: Data of Characteristic Curves

% of the 
Command

% Control Command (for the characteristic curve):

Linear =% Custom 
(default)

0 0 0 0

5 5 0.62 8.66

10 10 1.35 16.24

15 15 2.22 23.17

20 20 3.25 30.11

25 25 4.47 35.31

30 30 5.91 40.51

35 35 7.63 45.42

40 40 9.66 50.34

45 45 12.07 54.40

50 50 14.92 58.47

55 55 18.31 62.39

60 60 22.32 66.31

65 65 27.08 70.27

70 70 32.71 74.23

75 75 39.40 78.17

80 80 47.32 82.11

85 85 56.71 85.50

90 90 67.84 88.89

95 95 81.03 94.45

100 100 100 100

8 – Tight shutoff

When the “tight shutoff” resource is enabled and the 
position setpoint (valve opening) falls to a point below 
the limit established for this feature, the spool of the 
spool valve will be moved so that the control valve is 
forced to close with all the force available (output #2 
is pressurized in the air-to-open configuration and the 
output #1 is pressurized in the air-to-close configuration).

The default tight shutoff threshold is one percent 
point but it can be modified via HART. Once triggered, 
the tight shutoff resource will remain active until the 
setpoint returns to a value that is 1% above the 
tight shutoff threshold. For example, in the default 
configuration (with the tight shutoff feature enabled),  

Figure 20: Characteristic curves 
and default custom characterization
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“tight shutoff” will be activated when the setpoint falls 
below 1% and will remain active until the setpoint is 
above 2%.

The icon  will be displayed when the tight shutoff 
feature is enabled, but not active (i.e., the setpoint is 
above the threshold established for this feature).

When active, the icon will change to . 
No icon will be displayed while the tight shutoff feature 
is disabled.

9 – Feedback Direction
 

Figure 21: Feedback lever describing a clockwise rotation movement when closing the valve

VALVE FULLY
OPEN

VALVE CLOSING

VALVE FULLY
CLOSED

This item reverses the response given by the 
potentiometer shaft and allows the user to change 
the direction of rotation of the feedback lever of the 
positioner:
 
The “CW close (normal)” option should be used 
whenever the actuator, while closing the valve, causes 
the feedback lever to rotate the feedback shaft clockwise 
when viewed from the face of the positioner. This option 
is suitable for the majority of valves and should be 
chosen when configuring the Chronos positioner for 
Valtek valves equipped with linear actuators and for the 
rotary valve models BXL and VXL.

The “CCW to close” option should be used whenever 
the actuator, while closing the valve, causes the feedback 
lever to rotate the feedback shaft counterclockwise 
when viewed from the face of the positioner. This 
option should be chosen when configuring the Chronos 
positioner for the rotary valve model EXL.
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10 – Settings

This menu may be used to configure additional settings 
for the Chronos positioner and, also to obtain additional 
information about the equipment.

Language

Using the “Language” option, you can select the 
language for the information displayed on the LCD. The 
languages available by default are English, Spanish and 
Portuguese. Other languages, written with the Latin 
alphabet, are available upon request. 

LCD display orientation

The orientation of the LCD display of the Chronos 
positioner may be configured in two ways: with the 
text displayed in the normal orientation and with the 
text rotated 180° (which may be useful when the valve 
actuator is to be installed upside down, with the cylinder 
pointing down).

Note: When the “Rotated” setting is selected, the 
firmware of the positioner will automatically change 
the functions of the interface buttons: the [Enter/
Menu] button will function as the [Back] button, and 
vice versa. Similarly, the [Up] button will operate as the 
[Down] button and vice versa (see Figures 23 and 24 
below).

Figure 22 – Button sticker for the normal installation of the 
Chronos positioner

Figure 23 – Button sticker for installing the Chronos positioner 
upside down (viewed with the valve actuator and positioner in the 

normal position)

Note: when the positioner is to be installed upsidedown, 
it is recommended to replace the standard button 
sticker with the button sticker specifically designed 
for this purpose (see Figure 23 above). The use of this 
sticker will prevent confusion during the configuration 
and calibration of a positioner that is installed upside 
down.

System information
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Selecting this menu item will display information about the 
HART device type and HART identification, information 
about the software, hardware and firmware (build number) 
and also an indication of the HART version. Refer to 
Section 8.6 for information on the firmware update.

Reset
 

When selecting this menu item, the processor of the 
positioner will be immediately reset. This reset is 
equivalent to disconnecting the power of the positioner 
for a short period and, then reconnecting the power.

WARNING

When selecting the “Reset” option, the 
positioner’s ability to control the valve 
position will be momentarily interrupted.

Note: the “Reset” option may also be used to 
perform a factory reset without the need to 
disconnect and reconnect the power to the 
positioner. Refer to section 8.9 for detailed 
information.

8.6 – FIRMWARE UPDATE

Make sure that the firmware version (build number) is 
1190 or higher. The firmware version can be checked 
by following the instructions in item 10 of Section 8.5 of 
this manual. Only authorized representatives of Valtek 
Sulamericana can update the firmware. If a firmware 
update is required, contact a sales representative.

8.7 – CONFIGURATION AND CALIBRATION 
PROCEDURES

8.7.1 - USING THE QUICK SETUP WIZARD

To perform the configuration and calibration procedures 
using the Quick Setup Wizard, follow the steps listed below:

1 – Select the “Quick Setup” option in the menu. The 
LCD display will present the following message:

2 – Next, the Quick Setup Wizard will present the user 
with the most common configuration options (items 4-9 
in Table XIII). After a selection has been made for all of 
the options, the following message will be displayed:

3 – After choosing the “Yes” option, the following 

message will appear on the LCD display:

4 – After choosing the “Yes” option, the LCD display will 
present the following message:

5 – The valve will open and close (or close and open, 
depending on the actuator configuration) and then will 
move to an intermediate position near 50% of the stroke. 
The following will be displayed:
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6 – Once this cycling has been completed, the positioner 
will start to process the data to find the necessary offsets 
and, meanwhile, the LCD display will present the following 
information:

 

7 – The Autocalibration process usually takes 1 to 5 
minutes depending on the size of the actuator and, at 
the end of this process, the LCD display will present the 
following message:

8.7.2 – USING THE STANDARD MENU 
(MANUAL METHOD)

To perform the configuration and calibration procedures 
using the standard menu, follow the steps listed below:

1 - Configure the positioner by selecting the desired 
options for each item from 3 to 10 (see table XIII with 
the menu structure). If, during the selection of the desired 
option the positioner buttons were not pressed during a 
period of time longer than 30 seconds, the positioner will 
return to the menu home screen. The user must select 
each item, and within each of these items, must choose 
the desired option.

2 – Return to the top of the menu and press the option 
“Autocalibration”. After selecting this option, the LCD 
display will present the following message:

3- The valve will open and close (or close and open, 
depending on the actuator configuration) and then 
will move to an intermediate position near 50% of the 
stroke. The following will be displayed:

 

4- Once this cycling has been completed, the positioner 
will start to process the data to find the necessary 
offsets and, meanwhile, the LCD display will present the 
following information:

5- The autocalibration process usually takes 1 to 5 
minutes depending on the size of the actuator and, at 
the end of this process, the LCD display will present the 
following message:

8.7.3 - LOOP CURRENT SENSOR 
CALIBRATION

The sensor for the 4-20 mA signal input to the positioner 
can be calibrated using the DD. To perform the calibration, 
connect the positioner to a loop calibrator and run the 
“Calibrate Loop Current” method from the “Calibration” 
menu in the DD. The following message will be displayed:

This method will ask you to set the loop current to 
4 mA and then to 20 mA in order to calibrate the 
device’s loop current measurement. If you are unable 
to complete the entire method, please abort now.

Press “OK” to continue with the calibration. The 
following prompt will appear:

Please adjust the loop current to 4.0 mA and then 
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press “OK” to continue.

Set the loop calibrator to 4.0 mA and press “OK”. A new 
prompt will appear:

Please adjust the loop current to 20.0 mA and press 
“OK” to finish.

Set the loop calibrator to 20.0 mA and press “OK”. The 
method will exit and the calibration will be complete.

8.7.4 - SPLIT-RANGE CONFIGURATION

Two Chronos IDP7600 can be configured for split-range 
operation by manipulating the loop current calibration 
process on both positioners.

For example, to configure a positioner to be fully closed 
at 4 mA and fully open at 12 mA, follow the instructions 
in Section 8.7.3 above. When prompted to adjust the 
loop current to 20 mA, set the loop calibrator to 12 mA 
instead of 20 mA.

Likewise, the other positioner can be calibrated to be fully 
closed at 12 mA and fully open at 20 mA by again following 
the loop current calibration procedure but applying 12 mA 
to the positioner when prompted to apply 4 mA.

8.8 – WARNINGS

The following messages may appear on the LCD display 
to alert the user about an abnormal condition.

OS watchdog failure – An internal error has occurred 
in the positioner firmware, which must be repaired 
immediately. This message will remain in the display 
until the positioner is repaired and reset.

NV0 bad, using NV1 – The first copy of the non-volatile 
memory failed its integrity check. The second copy 
was used instead. This may indicate a failure of the 
non-volatile memory. The positioner must be repaired 
immediately. This message will remain on the display 
until the positioner is repaired and reset.

NV readback failure – The information written to non-
volatile memory was not able to be read back correctly. 
This may indicate a failure of non-volatile memory. The 
positioner must be repaired immediately. This message 
will remain on the display until the positioner is repaired 
and reset.

NV bad, using defaults – No valid information was found 
in the non-volatile memory. This may indicate a failure 
of non-volatile memory. The positioner must be repaired 
immediately. This message will remain on the display until 
the positioner is repaired and reset.

High temperature – The temperature of the main PCB 
assembly has exceeded the operating temperature range. 
This message will remain on the display until the positioner 
is cold enough and is reset.

Low temperature – The temperature of the main PCB 
assembly has fallen below the operating temperature 
range. This message will remain on the display until the 
positioner is hot enough and is reset.

Not yet calibrated – The positioner has not yet 
completed a successful autocalibration.

Position deviation – The difference between the valve 
position and the setpoint has been greater than the 
position deviation threshold for longer than the position 
deviation timeout. Both the threshold and timeout are 
configurable via HART.

Tight shutoff active – The valve is currently being forced 
to close because the tight shutoff feature is enabled and 
the setpoint is below the tight shutoff threshold.

Locked: stuck button – When powered on (or after a 
reset), the positioner will check to see if any of the button 
of the local user interface are damaged or stuck. If any 
problems are found, the buttons will be disabled (i.e., 
the local user interface will be locked) and this message 
will be displayed.

8.9 – FACTORY RESET

When a factory reset is carried out, the Chronos IDP7600 
positioner will revert to its original configuration as 
shipped by the factory.

To perform a factory reset while powering on the 
positioner, proceed as indicated below:

1. Set the loop current to 0.0 mA.
2. Press and hold the [Up] and [Down] buttons at the 

same time.

3. Increase the loop current to, at least, 8 mA.
4. Continue holding the [Up] and [Down] buttons until 
the factory reset confirmation screen is displayed on 
the LCD.
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Note: because the “factory reset” message is 
displayed before the positioner reads the  language  
setting from non-volatile memory, this message is 
always displayed in English.

5. Release the [Up] and [Down] buttons and press [Enter/
Menu] button to perform the factory reset or [Back] to 
cancel and continue to start up normally.

To perform a factory reset without disconnecting the 
power, proceed as indicated below:

1. Set the loop current to, at least, 8 mA.
2. Using the buttons of the interface, select the “Reset” 
option in the “Settings” menu.
3. Press and hold the [Up] and [Down] buttons at the 
same time.
4. With the [Up] and [Down] buttons pressed 
simultaneously and the “Reset” option highlighted in the 
menu, press and release the [Enter/Menu] button. This 
will restart the positioner.
5. Continue holding the [Up] and [Down] buttons 
simultaneously until the factory reset confirmation 
screen (see above) is displayed on the LCD.
6. Release the [Up] and [Down] buttons and press the 
[Enter/Menu] button to perform the factory reset or 
[Back] to cancel and continue to start up normally.

Items bellow are not affected by the factory reset:

 Â HART device ID: The positioner’s unique network 
address.

 Â Stem reversals: A counter storing the number of 
times the valve stem has changed direction. The 
counter can be viewed and reset using the DD. The 
reversal deadband (i.e. the percent travel necessary 
before a reversal is registered) can also be modified 
using the DD.

 Â Operating hours: The number of hours the positioner  
has been powered on since this value was reset. 
This timer can be used to track operating hours of 
positioner.  This value can be viewed and reset using 
the DD;

 Â Valve hours: The number of hours the positioner has 
been powered on since this value was reset. This 
timer can be used to track operating hours of the 
valve or actuator the positioner is controlling. This 
value can be viewed and reset using the DD;

 Â Temperature sensor calibration: Calibration 
information for the main board temperature sensor. 
Temperature calibration is performed at the factory 
but can be modified using the DD;

 Â Loop current calibration: Calibration information 
for the loop current sensors (4-20 mA input). Loop 
current calibration is performed at the factory but can 
be modified using the DD;

Except for the HART device ID, all other items above 
can be modified via HART.

9 – MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

9.1 – GENERAL INFORMATION FOR MAIN-
TENANCE

While no regularly scheduled maintenance is necessary, 
normal operation for a long period may cause significant 
wear to the positioner’s components, particularly if the 
operating conditions are severe. Therefore, it may be 
necessary to repair or replace components when they are 
no longer functioning as intended.

A person who is going to open the positioner for mainte-
nance must be a qualified professional. Additionally, modi-
fications should not be made to the assembly except the 
replacement of parts that are no longer working properly. 
When replacing components of the Chronos positioner, 
use only original parts supplied by Valtek Sulamericana.

WARNING

Modifying the positioner, using non-original 
spare parts or using maintenance procedures 
different from those presented herein may 
affect the performance of the positioner, be 
hazardous to personnel and equipment and 
may void the manufacturer warranty.

For information on how to purchase spare parts for Chronos 
positioners, see section 10 of this maintenance bulletin.
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Figure 24 - Exploded view of the Chronos IDP7600 positioner

Item Description

1 Housing, Chronos positioner series IDP7000, basic version

2 Front cover assembly

2A Button cover assembly

3 Plastic protective cover assembly

4 User interface circuit board assembly

5 Main circuit board assembly

6 Feedback potentiometer assembly

7 Field terminal LID assembly

8 Field terminal circuit board assembly

9 Pneumatic cover assembly

10 Pilot-relay assembly

10A Spool valve assembly

11 I/P module

12 Hall effect sensor assembly

13 Vent cover assembly

14 Pressure gauges kit

15 Feedback lever kit

9
10

12

11

2

8

15

14

1

13

7

3

4

6

5

2A

10A

Table XV: Chronos IDP7600 Positioner - Components
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9.2 – DECOMMISSIONING

Maintenance of the Chronos IDP7600 positioner must be 
performed in a clean environment, where the equipment is 
protected against dust and other contaminants. For example, 
a well-organized maintenance workshop.
 
For this purpose, it is necessary decommision the valve and 
stop operation.

CAUTION

Open the positioner only in a clean envi-
ronment where the equipment is protected 
against dust and other contaminants.

WARNING

When installing, operating or maintaining 
the positioner, always use appropriate 
personal protective equipment.

WARNING

Good industrial safety practices must be 
applied during the use and maintenance 
of this equipment. Industrial standards 
for personal protection and equipment 
handling must also be observed. 

To decommission the valve, follow the steps below:

 Â Isolate the control valve from the pipeline and relieve 
the process pressure on both sides of the valve body.

 Â Shutoff the air supply to the positioner/actuator and 
relieve the air pressure inside the actuator.

 Â Cutoff the instrument signal (power supply) to the 
positioner.

WARNING

Before opening the positioner, ensure the 
power supply is off, the air supply is shutoff 
and the pressure inside the equipment is 
relieved.

WARNING

Use appropriate procedures to ensure 
that the safety measures described above 

remain in effect throughout the entire 
time the control valve is undergoing 
maintenance.

 Â After disconnecting the instrument signal (power 
supply), the positioner will retain in its memory the last 
configuration that has been set.

Note: When it is known that the positioner will 
be reinstalled on a valve other than that from 
which it was removed, it is recommended to 
restore the factory settings before disconnecting 
the positioner. This will facilitate the subsequent 
recommissioning (see section 8.9 of this bulletin).

9.3 – DISASSEMBLY AND REASSEMBLY

Although many maintenance services may be carried 
out with the positioner mounted on the actuator (if 
the complete valve has been removed from the piping 
and taken to the workshop), working on the positioner 
while it is detached from the actuator is considerably 
easier and faster. Procedures indicated in the following 
sections are valid for maintenance of a positioner which 
has been separated from the actuator and carried out 
on a clean bench, covered with an antistatic pad. 

CAUTION

Observe precautions required when handling 
devices sensitive to static electricity.

To remove and replace the different subsets of the 
Chronos IDP7600 positioner, refer to Figure 24 and 
proceed as indicated in the following sections.

Note: in the following sections, whenever the 
cleaning of a specific component is called for, it 
is recommended that the cleaning is performed 
using “a dirty suction” process (that is, using a 
vacuum). If this is not possible and the cleaning 
has to be performed by an “air blowing” process, 
it is necessary to ensure that during the cleaning 
the air does not push the dust and particles further 
into the positioner. The air pressure must be low 
and the air used for cleaning must be free from 
particles, oil and moisture.

9.3.1 – FRONT COVER AND PLASTIC 
PROTECTION COVER

The front cover and the plastic cover protect the 
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electronics of Chronos positioner. The front cover 
has a window that allows viewing the information 
presented on the LCD display and a smaller cover, 
at the bottom, which protects the buttons of the user 
interface. 

To remove and replace the front cover and the plastic 
cover, refer to Figures 25 and 26 and proceed as 
follows:

Disassembly:

 Â Use a 5/16” hex key to loosen the four bolts located 
at the corners of the front cover. Since these bolts are 
captive-type bolts, it is not necessary to unscrew them 
until they escape completely from the front cover.

 Â With the aid of two screwdrivers, pry the front cover 
out of the positioner housing. This is necessary due to 
the small clearance between the internal shoulder of 
the front cover and the inner diameter of the housing. 
Place the tip of a medium-sized screwdriver in one 
of the four recessed corners of the housing (Figure 
25). Begin to pry the cover and use the tip of a small 
screwdriver to prevent the front cover from returning 
to its initial position. Once the cover is a few tenths of 
an inch away of the positioner housing, the removal 
operation may be done with only one screwdriver. 
When the cover is about 3/8” away from the housing, 
it can be removed by hand, turning it slightly from one 
side to the other (Figure 26).

CAUTION

When using the screwdrivers  to  remove 
the front cover, put a piece of cloth 
or masking tape on the tips of the 
screwdrivers to prevent scratches and 
damage to the paint on the positioner.

WARNING

The flameproof joint made up of the front 
cover and its seat in the positioner housing 
must never be damaged, see section 14 for 
more information.

 Â Remove the O-ring from the front cover.
 Â Clean the channel of the O-ring, the outer surface 
of the round shoulder in the front cover and the 
inside diameter of the positioner housing (which 
receives the cover shoulder), to remove residues of 
the old grease.

Figure 25 – Prying the front cover

Figure 26 – Removal of the front cover

 Â Clean the outside of the glass window that 
protects the LCD display. If necessary, also clean 
the inside.

Note: Usually it is not necessary to remove or 
disassemble the button cover when the front cover 
is removed from the positioner. If this is necessary, 
follow the procedure described in section 9.3.11.

WARNING

The user interface buttons and the glass 
window covering the LCD display must not 
be dismantled from the front cover because 
they are items that affect the certification of 
the enclosure for use in hazardous areas. If 
these items need replacement, contact the 
manufacturer.
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 Â Carefully remove the plastic cover that protects 
the electronics, loosening the three Phillips head 
screws that secure the cover to the positioner 
housing.

CAUTION

When disassembling and reassembling the 
plastic cover that protects the electronics 
(i.e. the user interface PCB assembly and 
the main PCB assembly), take care to 
avoid damaging the LCD display.

Reassembly:

 Â Install the plastic cover that protects the electronics, 
and tighten the three screws that hold the cover in 
the place.

 Â Apply a suitable lubricant (Molykote 55 or similar) 
in the new O-ring of the front cover and install this 
O-ring in the machined recess on the front cover. 
Replace the O-ring if it appears damaged or otherwise 
compromised.

WARNING

Valtek recommends the replacement of the 
front cover O-ring whenever this cover is 
opened. This recommendation is particularly 
important if the positioner is installed in 
hazardous or harsh areas.

 Â Apply a thin layer of grease (Interflon Fin Grease MP 
2/3 or similar) at four evenly spaced points on the 
outside of the cylindrical portion of the front cover (do 
not apply grease all around the cylindrical portion). At 
each point, only apply a strip of grease one inch wide.

 Â Apply a small amount of grease (Interflon Fin Grease 
MP 2/3 or similar) on the threads of the four bolts that 
secure the front cover.

 Â Place the front cover properly over the positioner 
housing and push it down until the threads of the 
cover bolts touch the threads of the housing. While 
the cover is pressed down, some resistance may be 
felt due to the air that is trapped inside the positioner.

 Â Using a crossed pattern, tighten the four bolts that 
secure the front cover to the positioner housing.

9.3.2 – USER INTERFACE PCB ASSEMBLY

The user interface circuit board is located directly under 

the plastic cover that protects the electronics of the 
Chronos positioner. When accessing the user interface 
circuit board (UI-PCB assembly), care must be taken to 
avoid damaging the electronic components.

To remove and replace the user interface circuit board, 
refer to Figure 24 and proceed as follows:
 
Disassembly:

 Â Remove the front cover and the plastic protective 
cover, as indicated in section 9.3.1.

 Â With the front cover and the plastic cover removed, 
loosen the three Phillips head screws that secure the 
user interface PCB assembly.

 Â To disconnect the user interface PCB assembly from the 
main PCB assembly, pull the user interface PCB assembly 
perpendicularly upward and out of the positioner housing 
(see Figure 27).

CAUTION

Take care when disconnecting and 
reconnecting the user interface PCB 
assembly to the main PCB assembly, 
otherwise the UI-PCB assembly pins and 
the blue connector that joins the two 
circuit boards may be damaged.

Figure 27 – Removal of the user circuit board

Reassembly:

 Â To connect the user interface PCB assembly to the 
main PCB assembly, push the UI-PCB assembly 
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perpendicularly downward and carefully fit the UI-
PCB assembly pins in the blue connector installed on 
the main PCB assembly.

 Â Tighten the three Phillips screws that secure the user 
interface PCB assembly in the main PCB assembly.

 Â Reinstall the front cover and the plastic cover as 
indicated in section 9.3.1.

9.3.3 – MAIN PCB ASSEMBLY

The main circuit board is located directly below the user 
interface circuit board.
To remove and replace the main PCB assembly, refer to 
Figure 24 and proceed as follows:

Disassembly:

 Â Remove the front cover and the plastic protective cover, 
as indicated in section 9.3.1.

 Â At this point, the user interface PCB assembly can be 
removed, as indicated in section 9.3.2.

 

Figure 28 – Electrical connections 
to the main PCB assembly

 Â Make sure that the connectors (with their wires) of the 
potentiometer, the I/P module, the Hall effect sensor 
and the field terminal (see Figure 28) have been 
disconnected from the main PCB assembly.

 Â Loosen the two screws and remove the main circuit 
board assembly.

Note: the main PCB assembly is protected with 
a potting element. If a problem in the main PCB 
assembly is suspected, Valtek Sulamericana 
recommends the replacement of the entire circuit 
board assembly.

Reassembly:

 Â Clean the positioner housing where the main board 
is installed, according to the cleaning instructions 
contained in the note at page 42 of this manual. Take 
care that dust and contaminant particles which may 
be present in the place where the main PCB assembly 
is installed are not pushed further into the positioner 
housing during cleaning. Ensure contaminants do 
not penetrate the openings for the wires of the I/P 
module, the Hall effect sensor, etc.

 Â Position the main PCB assembly inside the positioner 
housing.

 Â Connect the connectors of the potentiometer, the Hall 
effect sensor, the I/P module and the field terminal 
PCB assembly that were disconnected from the main 
PCB assembly.

 Â Apply a drop of threadlocker (Loctite® 242 or similar) 
to the first few threads of the two bolts that secure 
the main PCB assembly in the positioner housing.

 Â Tighten the screws with a torque of 4 lb-in (0.45 Nm).
 Â Reinstall the user interface PCB assembly over the 
main PCB assembly, as indicated in section 9.3.2.

 Â Reinstall the front cover and the plastic cover that 
protects the electronics, as indicated in section 9.3.1.

9.3.4 – FEEDBACK POTENTIOMETER 
ASSEMBLY

The feedback potentiometer assembly penetrates the 
rear wall of the positioner housing. The potentiometer 
can be accessed by removing the front cover, the plastic 
protective cover, the user interface PCB assembly and 
the main PCB assembly.

To remove and replace the feedback potentiometer, 
refer to Figure 24 and proceed as follows:
Disassembly:

Potentiometer

Hall 
effect
sensor

Field 
terminal

I/P
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CAUTION

The potentiometer assembly should not be 
disassembled. Attempts to disassemble 
the components of the feedback 
potentiometer assembly will likely result 
in irreparable damages.

 Â Remove the O-ring, which seals the potentiometer 
assembly.

Reassembly:

 Â Remove all dust and particulate contaminants that 
may be present in the hole where the potentiometer 
assembly is installed.

 Â Install a new O-ring in the groove machined in the 
potentiometer assembly. Lubricate the O-ring with 
an appropriate grease (Molykote 55 or similar). A thin 
layer is enough.

WARNING

Valtek recommends replacing the O-ring of 
the potentiometer whenever this assembly 
is removed from the positioner housing. This 
recommendation is particularly important if 
the positioner is installed in hazardous or 
harsh areas.

 
 Â Carefully, push the potentiometer assembly through 
the housing hole and position this component in such a 
way that the holes at the base of the potentiometer are 
aligned with the threaded holes of the housing.

 Â Apply a drop of threadlocker (Loctite® 242 or similar) to 
the first few threads of the two screws that secure the 
potentiometer assembly to the positioner housing.

 Â Install the two screws that secure the feedback 
potentiometer assembly, tighten them firmly.

 Â Reinstall the assembly comprising the main PCB 
assembly and the user interface PCB assembly as 
indicated in section 9.3.3.

 Â Reinstall the front cover and the plastic cover that 
protects the electronics, as indicated in section 9.3.1.

9.3.5 – PNEUMATIC COVER

The pneumatic cover is located on the left side of the 
positioner, over the pilot-relay.
To remove and replace the pneumatic cover, refer to 

 Â If the feedback lever is still connected to the 
potentiometer shaft, remove the feedback lever. 
Loosen the screw that secures the feedback lever in 
place and slide it off of the potentiometer shaft. 

 Â Remove the front cover and the plastic protective 
cover as indicated in section 9.3.1.

 Â Disconnect the electrical connectors to the 
potentiometer, Hall effect sensor, I/P module and 
the field terminal PCB assembly from the main PCB 
assembly.

 Â Remove the main PCB assembly following the 
instructions on section 9.3.3 above. In this case, the 
user interface PCB assembly does not need to be 
disconnected from the main PCB assembly.

 Â Remove the two Phillips head screws that secure the 
feedback potentiometer assembly in the positioner 
housing.

 Â Remove the feedback potentiometer assembly 
by pushing it from the outside inward, through the 
rear wall of the positioner housing (the O-ring which 
seals the potentiometer assembly may offer a little 
resistance).

CAUTION

The potentiometer assembly must be 
pushed into the positioner housing by 
pressing on the base of the potentiometer 
and not directly on the shaft (see Figure 
29). If the potentiometer assembly is 
pushed from the shaft, the assembly may 
be damaged.

Figure 29 – Removal of the potentiometer assembly
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Figure 25 and proceed as follows:

Disassembly:

 Â Unscrew the five Phillips head bolts securing the 
pneumatic cover and remove the cover. Since these bolts 
are captive-type bolts, it is not necessary to unscrew 
them until they escape from the cover.

 Â Remove all dust and contaminant particles that 
may be present in the place where the pilot-relay is 
installed (refer to the cleaning instructions on page 
42 of this manual). Take care that the dust and 
contaminants are not pushed farther into the recess 
where the pilot-relay is installed.

 Â Inspect the gasket of the pneumatic cover and check for 
damage to the gasket that may compromise a hermetic 
seal. If the gasket needs to be replaced, remove the old 
gasket and clean the surface of the pneumatic cover 
where the gasket is assembled. Then, take a new gasket, 
remove the paper covering the adhesive face and align 
the gasket with the edges of the pneumatic cover before 
adhering the new gasket to the cover.

Reassembly:

 Â Clean the surface of the positioner housing on which 
the gasket of the pneumatic cover will sit. 

 Â Install the pneumatic cover and tighten the five 
fastening bolts.

9.3.6 – PILOT-RELAY ASSEMBLY

The pilot-relay is located underneath the pneumatic 
cover and it should not be disassembled, except for the 
replacement of the spool valve assembly.

To remove and replace the pilot-relay assembly, refer to 
Figures 24 and 30 and proceed as follows:

Figure 30 – Pilot-relay assembly

Disassembly:

 Â Remove the pneumatic cover as indicated in section 
9.3.5.

 Â Loosen the Phillips head bolts that are located at the 
four corners of the pilot-relay base. Since these bolts 
are captive-type bolts, it is not necessary to unscrew 
them until they escape completely from the base.

 Â With your fingers, pull the pilot-relay assembly out of 
its place in the positioner housing.

 Â Remove all dust and contaminant particles that 
may be present in the place where the pilot-relay is 
installed (refer to the cleaning instructions of page 42 
of this manual). Take care that the dust and particulate 
contaminants are not pushed further into the recess 
where the pilot-relay is installed (in the direction of 
the I/P module and other components).

Reassembly:

 Â Inspect the two gaskets that are installed on the rear 
face of the pilot-relay and check for damage that 
may compromise the seal. If the gaskets need to 
be replaced, remove the old gaskets and clean the 
surface of the pilot relay base where the gaskets sit. 
Also clean the gasket seating surface in the positioner 

Spool valve
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housing. Then, take the new gaskets and press each 
against the pilot-relay base until they are perfectly 
fitted into their channels.
 Â Make sure that the two gaskets are properly 
installed in their channels and position the pilot-
relay assembly into the positioner housing.
 Â Apply a drop of threadlocker (Loctite® 242 or 
similar) to the first few threads of the four bolts that 
secure the pilot-relay in the positioner housing.
 Â Tighten the four bolts that secure the pilot-relay 
assembly evenly in a crossed pattern.

 Â Reinstall the pneumatic cover as indicated in section 
9.3.5.

9.3.6.1 – SPOOL VALVE ASSEMBLY 
Just after opening the pneumatic cover, the spool valve 
assembly can be seen mounted in front of the pilot-relay.
To remove and replace the spool valve assembly, refer to 
Figures 24 and 30 and proceed as follows.

Disassembly:

 Â Remove the pneumatic cover as indicated in section 
9.3.5.

 Â Without disassembling the pilot-relay assembly, 
remove the two bolts securing the body of the spool 
valve to the pilot-relay and pull the spool valve 
assembly gently to remove it from the pilot-relay. 
Take care to disconnect the tip of the spool from the 
clip that connects the spool to the piston of the pilot-
relay.

Reassembly:

 Â Inspect the gasket that is installed between the 
spool valve and the base of the pilot-relay and 
check for damage that may compromise a hermetic 
seal. If the gasket has to be replaced, remove the 
old gasket and clean the surfaces of the pilot-relay 
base and the spool valve that compress this gasket. 
Then, take a new gasket and press it against the 
pilot-relay assembly until it is fully seated in its 
channel.

 Â Make sure that the gasket is correctly installed in 
its channel. Place the spool valve assembly on the 
surface of the relay where it will be fixed (the five 
pressure ports of the spool valve body must be facing 
the gasket). Carefully, connect the tip of the spool to 
the clip that connects the spool to the piston of the 
pilot-relay.

 Â Apply a drop of a threadlocker (Loctite® 242 or 
similar) to the first few threads of the two bolts that 

secure the spool valve assembly to the base of the 
pilot-relay.

 Â Insert the two bolts that secure the spool valve 
assembly through the valve body and tighten them 
firmly.

 Â Reinstall the pneumatic cover as indicated in section 
9.3.5.

9.3.7 – I/P MODULE

The I/P module is located behind the pilot-relay, at the 
upper left portion of the positioner housing.

Figure 31 – Location of the I/P module and the Hall effect sensor

To remove and replace the I/P module, refer to Figures 
24 and 31 and proceed as follows:
 

Note: After the I/P module is removed, it should 
not be opened and the nut and the cover bolts 
should not be loosened. Under no circumstances 
should the blue seals be broken or tampered with, 
otherwise the unit will need to be sent to Valtek 
Sulamericana for repair. For more information 
about the I/P module, refer to the section 9.4, 
“Other maintenance operations”. 

Disassembly:

 Â Remove the front cover and the plastic protective 
cover, as indicated in section 9.3.1.

 Â Disconnect the I/P module from the main PCB 
assembly (see Figure 29). Push the disconnected 

Hall Effect Sensor

I/P Module
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connector, with the black and red wires underneath 
the main PCB assembly. 

 Â Remove the pneumatic cover as indicated in section 
9.3.5.

 Â Remove the pilot-relay assembly as indicated in 
section 9.3.6.

 Â Remove the three Phillips read screws that secure 
the I/P module to the positioner housing.

 Â Pull the I/P module carefully out of the housing until 
the coil wires (with their connector) are completely 
exposed. If the plastic connector gets stuck in the 
positioner housing, guide the black and red cables with 
your fingers or with pliers until the connector can pass 
freely through the opening in the positioner housing.

 Â Remove the O-ring installed around the tube of the coil.
 Â Remove all dust and contaminant particles that may 
be present in the I/P module recess (refer to the 
cleaning instructions on page 42 of this manual.) 
Take care that dust and contaminant particles are not 
pushed further into the I/P module recess (toward the 
circuit boards).

Reassembly:

 Â Install a new O-ring around the coil tube, sliding it up to 
the end of the metal tube where the coil wires come out. 

WARNING

The O-ring installed around the coil tube 
must be replaced with a new one whenever 
the I/P module is removed from its recess. 
This recommendation is particularly 
important if the positioner is installed in 
hazardous or harsh areas.

 Â Pass the plastic connector and the wires (black and 
red) through the opening of the housing, toward the 
main PCB assembly.

 Â Position the I/P module in its recess in the positioner 
housing.

 Â Apply a drop of a threadlocker (Loctite® 242 or 
similar) to the first few threads of the three screws 
that secure the I/P module in the positioner housing.

 Â Insert the three screws that secure the I/P module 
through the I/P module housing and tighten them 
firmly.

 Â Reinstall the pilot-relay assembly as indicated in 
section 9.3.6.

 Â Reinstall the pneumatic cover as indicated in section 
9.3.5.

 Â To reconnect the wires of the I/P module to the main 

PCB assembly, pull the wires (and the connector) 
gently with a pair of pliers. If this is not possible, 
remove the main PCB assembly assembly following 
the instructions of section 9.3.3 (in this case, the 
user interface PCB assembly does not need to be 
separated from the main PCB assembly) and pull the 
wires gently until the connector of the I/P module can 
be fitted into the main PCB assembly connector.

 Â Connect the I/P module to the main PCB assembly. 
The receptacle is located in the upper right corner of 
the main PCB assembly (see Figure 28).

 Â If necessary, reinstall the assembly comprising the 
main PCB assembly and the user interface PCB 
assembly following the instructions in section 9.3.3.

 Â Reinstall the front cover and the plastic cover that 
protects the electronics, as indicated in section 9.3.1.

9.3.8 – HALL EFFECT SENSOR ASSEMBLY

The tube containing the Hall effect sensor is located 
behind the pilot-relay in the central area of the positioner 
housing.
To remove and replace the Hall effect sensor, refer to 
Figures 24 and 31 and proceed as follows:

Disassembly:

 Â Remove the front cover and the plastic protective 
cover, as indicated in section 9.3.1.

 Â Disconnect the Hall effect sensor from the main PCB 
assembly, pulling the connector with the orange, 
brown, red, yellow and blue wires (see Figure 29). 
Push the disconnected connector and the wires 
underneath the main PCB assembly.

 Â Remove the pneumatic cover as indicated in section 
9.3.5.

 Â Remove the pilot-relay assembly as indicated in 
section 9.3.6.

 Â Remove the two Phillips head screws that secure the 
tube of the Hall effect sensor and, with your fingers, 
pull the sensor tube out of its recess in the positioner 
housing until the wires of the sensor tube (with their 
connector) are completely exposed. If the plastic 
connector gets stuck in the housing, guide the wires 
with your fingers until the connector can pass freely 
through the opening in the positioner housing.

 Â Remove the O-ring installed around the tube of the 
Hall effect sensor.

Reassembly:
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 Â Clean the tube of the Hall effect sensor and its recess 
in the positioner housing.

 Â Install a new O-ring in the groove machined in the 
tube of the Hall effect sensor. Lubricate the O-ring 
with an appropriate grease (Molykote 55 or similar). A 
thin layer is enough.

WARNING

The O-ring installed in the tube of the 
Hall effect sensor must be replaced by a 
new one whenever the sensor is removed 
from its recess. This recommendation is 
particularly important if the positioner is 
installed in hazardous or harsh areas.

 Â Pass the plastic connector and the wires of the Hall 
effect sensor assembly through the opening in the 
housing, toward the main PCB assembly.

 Â Position the Hall effect sensor tube in its recess in the 
positioner housing.

 Â Apply a drop of threadlocker (Loctite® 242 or similar) 
to the first few threads of the two screws that secure 
the Hall effect sensor tube in the positioner housing.

 Â Insert the two screws that secure the Hall effect sensor 
assembly in the positioner housing and tighten them firmly.

 Â Reinstall the pilot-relay assembly as indicated in 
section 9.3.6.

 Â Reinstall the pneumatic cover as indicated in section 
9.3.5.

 Â To reconnect the wires of the Hall effect sensor to the main 
PCB assembly, pull the wires (and the connector) gently 
with pliers. If this is not possible, remove the main PCB 
assembly following the instructions of section 9.3.3 (in 
this case, the user interface PCB assembly does not need 
to be separated from the main PCB assembly) and pull the 
wires gently until the connector of the Hall effect sensor 
can be fitted into the main PCB assembly connector.

 Â Plug the connector with the wires of the Hall effect 
sensor into the receptacle on the main PCB assembly, 
located at the top of the main board (see Figure 28).

 Â If necessary, reinstall the main PCB assembly and user 
interface PCB assembly following the instructions of 
section 9.3.3.

 Â Reinstall the front cover and the plastic cover that 
protects the electronics, as indicated in section 9.3.1.

9.3.9 – FIELD TERMINAL PCB ASSEMBLY

The field terminal PCB assembly is located below the 
field terminal lid, on the right side of the positioner.

To remove and replace the field terminal PCB assembly, 
refer to Figure 24 and proceed as follows:

Disassembly:

 Â Remove the front cover and the plastic protective 
cover, as indicated in section 9.3.1.

 Â Disconnect the connector with the white and black 
wires that connect the field terminal PCB assembly 
with the main PCB assembly (see Figure 28). Push the 
disconnected connector and the wires underneath 
the main PCB assembly.

 Â Loosen the socket set screw that locks the field 
terminal lid.

 Â Loosen and remove the threaded lid of the field 
terminal, turning it by hand counterclockwise.

 Â Loosen and remove the three Phillips screws that 
secure the field terminal PCB assembly in the 
positioner housing.

 Â Pull the field terminal PCB assembly gently out 
of the positioner housing until the white and 
black wires (with their connector) are completely 
exposed. If the plastic connector gets stuck in the 
housing, guide the wires with your fingers until the 
connector passes freely through the opening in the 
positioner housing.

 Â Remove the O-ring that seals the field terminal box.

Reassembly:

 Â Remove all dust and contaminant particles that may 
be present in the recess of the field terminal PCB 
assembly (refer to the cleaning instructions on page 42 
of this manual). Take care that the dust and contaminant 
particles are not pushed further into the recess of the 
terminal board (toward the circuit boards).

 Â Clean the internal thread of the field terminal lid, the 
external thread of the positioner housing and the 
channel where the O-ring of the field terminal lid will 
be installed. Be sure to remove residue of old grease.

 Â Install a new O-ring on the cylindrical protrusion of 
the plastic tray where the wires are.

WARNING

The O-ring installed on the cylindrical 
protrusion of the tray that hold the field 
terminal PCB assembly must be replaced 
with a new one whenever the field 
terminal PCB assembly is removed from 
its recess in the positioner housing. This 
recommendation is particularly important 
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if the positioner is installed in hazardous 
or harsh areas.

 Â Pass the plastic connector and the wires (black and 
white) through the opening of the positioner housing, 
toward the main PCB assembly.

 Â Place the field terminal PCB assembly in its recess in 
the positioner housing.

 Â Apply a drop of a threadlocker (Loctite® 242 or 
similar) to the first few threads of the three screws 
that secure the field terminal PCB assembly in the 
positioner housing.

 Â Insert the three screws that secure the field terminal 
PCB assembly in the positioner housing and tighten 
them with a torque of 4 lbs.-in. (0.45 Nm).

 Â To reconnect the wires of the field terminal PCB 
assembly to the main PCB assembly, pull the wires 
(and the connector) of the PCB assembly gently with 
your fingers or with pliers. If this is not possible, remove 
the main PCB assembly following the instructions of 
section 9.3.3 (in this case, the user interface PCB 
assembly does not need to be separated from the 
main PCB assembly) and pull the wires gently until 
the connector of the field terminal PCB assembly can 
be fitted into the main PCB assembly connector. 

 Â Plug the connector in the receptacle on the main PCB 
assembly, which is located in the lower right corner of 
the main PCB assembly (see Figure 28).

 Â If necessary, reinstall the main PCB assembly and user 
interface PCB assembly following the instructions of 
section 9.3.3.

 Â Reinstall the front cover and the plastic cover that 
protects the electronics, as indicated in section 9.3.1.

 Â Apply a suitable lubricant (Molykote 55 or similar) to 
a new O-ring for the field terminal lid and install this 
O-ring in the machined channel in the neck of the 
positioner housing.

WARNING

Valtek recommends replacing the O-ring 
for the field terminal lid whenever this 
cover is opened. This recommendation is 
particularly important if the positioner is 
installed in hazardous or harsh areas.

 Â Apply an appropriate quantity of grease (Interflon Fin 
Grease MP 2/3 or similar) to the internal thread of the 
field terminal lid and also to the external thread of the 
positioner housing where the field terminal lid is installed.

 Â Screw the field terminal lid in the positioner housing, 
turning it by hand clockwise until it is firmly tight and 

the sealing O-ring is properly compressed.
 Â Tighten the socket set screw that locks the field 
terminal lid.

9.3.10 – PRESSURE GAUGES

Pressure gauges are located on the left side of the 
positioner.
To remove and replace the pressure gauges, proceed 
as follows:

Disassembly:

 Â Use a 7/16” open-end wrench to unscrew the desired 
pressure gauge from the positioner housing.

Reassembly:

 Â Apply a PTFE-based sealant on the threads of the 
back connection of the pressure gauge.

 Â Use a 7/16” open-end wrench to screw the pressure gauge 
in the positioner housing. Turn the gauge in the clockwise 
direction until it is firmly tightened and then turn it slightly 
in the opposite direction to correct the positioning of the 
text and the scales of the pressure gauge.

9.3.11 – BUTTON COVER

The button cover, painted in orange, is located over the 
front cover.

To remove and replace the button cover, refer to Figure 
24 and proceed as follows:

Disassembly:

 Â Loosen the Phillips head screw on top of the cover so 
that the cover can be opened normally.

 Â Unscrew the socket head screw installed on the 
bottom of the cover. Remove the screw and the hinge 
plate that secure the button cover at the point where 
it is hinged.

 Â Remove the button cover.

Reassembly:

 Â Inspect the gasket of the button cover and replace the 
gasket if it has signs of wear which might prevent a 
good seal.

 Â Position the button cover (in the closed position) over 
the front cover.
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 Â Mount the hinge plate and tighten the socket head 
screw that secures the button cover at the point where 
it is hinged.

 Â Tighten the Phillips screw on top of the cover to lock the 
button cover in the “closed” position.

WARNING

The user interface buttons and the glass 
covering the LCD display must not be 
dismantled from the front cover because 
they are items that affect the certification 
of the housing for use in hazardous areas. 
If these items need to be replaced, contact 
the manufacturer.

9.3.12 – VENT COVER

The vent cover is located at the bottom of the positioner 
and is labeled with the word “VENT” marked in the 
positioner housing.

To remove and replace the vent cover, refer to Figure 24 
and proceed as follows:

Disassembly:

 Â Loosen the two Phillips head screws and remove the 
vent cover.

Reassembly:

 Â Position the vent cover in the positioner housing and 
tighten the two Phillips head screws to secure it in place.

9.4 – OTHER MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS

9.4.1 – INSTRUCTIONS TO ADJUST I/P ZERO 
CURRENT PRESSURE

The I/P module is calibrated at the factory and does not require 
adjustments before use. If there is any apparent problem with 
the I/P module, the manufacturer must be contacted.

9.4.2 – AIR SUPPLY MAINTENANCE

The positioner operates better with a clean air supply 
and, if the air supply line becomes contaminated, the 
positioner may not operate properly. 

 Â The air filter installed in the air supply line (an external 
filter) should be regularly checked to detect the 
presence of contamination. If the external air filter is 
dirty, it is recommended to check the internal air filter 
of the positioner.

 Â Remove the pneumatic cover as indicated in section 
9.3.5 to access the pilot-relay assembly and inspect 
the internal air filter of the positioner. 

 Â If the internal air filter needs to be replaced (due to 
the presence of contaminants), it is recommended 
that the positioner be inspected for contamination (in 
this case, contact the manufacturer).

 Â If the positioner is contaminated by unclean air 
supply, it will have to be cleaned and repaired: it may 
be necessary to replace the pilot-relay assembly and 
the I/P module, in addition to the internal air filter. 

10 – SPARE PARTS

Spare parts are supplied in kits that have been carefully 
developed by the Valtek Sulamericana Engineering 
to assure the proper maintenance of each of the 
subassemblies of the Chronos IDP7600 positioner. 

For the supply of spare parts, it is necessary to inform 
Valtek Sulamericana of the name and the part number 
of the required component and the serial number of the 
positioner. 

To facilitate the purchase of spare parts, a table with part 
numbers of the spare part kits and the items included in 
them is provided as follows:
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Table XVI: Spare parts kits

Kit #1 - Positioner housing - P/N 6500421

Qty. Description

1 Housing, Chronos Positioner Series IDP7600*, basic version, aluminium

* Note: Includes the plastic caps on threaded connections (NPT).

Kit #2A - Button Cover - P/N 6500423

Qty. Description

1 Button cover with gasket, Chronos Positioner Series IDP7000

1 Hinge plate, button cover

1 Button cover locking screw, #10-32 x .500, captive, PHP

1 Hinge plate screw, #6-32 x .250, SHC

Kit #3 - Plastic protective cover P/N 6500424

Qty. Description

1 Plastic protective cover

1 Screw, #6-32 x .375, PHP

2 Screw, #6-32 x 1.250, PHP

Kit #4 - User interface PCB assembly - P/N 6500425

Qty. Description

1 User interface PCB assembly

3 Screw, #4-24 x .312, THD FRM, PHP

Kit #2 - Front cover - P/N 6500422

Qty. Description

1 Front cover assembly (with glass window, buttons and stickers)

4 Screw, .375-24 x 1.000, captive, SHC

1 Front cover O-ring (M1,78 x 110,74)

1 Button cover assembly
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Kit #5 - Main PCB assembly - P/N 6500426

Qty. Description

1 Main PCB assembly

2 Screw, main PCB assembly

Kit #6 - Potentiometer assembly - P/N 6500427

Qty. Description

1 Potentiometer assembly

2 Screw, #8-32 x .500, PHP

1 Potentiometer O-ring (018-1)

Kit #7 - Terminal lid - P/N 6500428

Qty. Description

1 Terminal lid

1 Terminal lid O-ring (152-1)

1 Locking screw, terminal lid

Kit #8 - Field terminal PCB assembly - P/N 6500429

Qty. Description

1 Field terminal PCB assembly

3 Screw, #6-32 x .750, PHP

1 Field terminal PCB assembly O-ring

Kit #9 - Pneumatic cover - P/N 6500430

Qty. Description

1 Pneumatic cover with gasket

5 Screw, #8-32 x .625, captive, PHP

Kit #10 - Pilot-relay - P/N 6500431

Qty. Description

1 Pilot-relay assembly*

4 Screw, #10-32 x 1.250, captive, PHP

*Note: includes the pilot-relay gasket, the spool valve gasket and the I/P gasket.

Continued from above:
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Kit #11 - I/P Module - P/N 6500433

Qty. Description

1 I/P module assembly

2 Screw, #8-32 x 1.500, PHP

1 Screw, #8-32 x 1.250, PHP

1 O-ring, I/P tube (012-1)

Kit #12 - Hall effect sensor assembly - P/N 6500434

Qty. Description

1 Hall effect sensor assembly

2 Screw, #6-32 x .500, PHP

1 O-ring, Hall effect sensor tube (M1,5 x 10,5)

Kit #13 - Vent cover - P/N 6500435

Qty. Description

1 Vent cover

2 Screw, #8-32 x .500, PHP

Kit #14 - Pressure gauge - P/N 6500436

Qty. Description

3 Pressure gauge, 0-160 psi (0-11 bar)

Kit #10A - Spool Valve - P/N 6500432

Qty. Description

1 Spool valve assembly

2 Screw, #10-32 x .750, PHP

1 Spool valve gasket

Kit #15 - Feedback lever  - P/N (See page 14)

Qty. Description

1 Feedback lever with spring*

1 Screw

1 Locknut

*Note: see tables X and XII for corresponding part numbers

Continued from above:
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Kit #16 - Basic items for maintenance P/N 6500437

Qty. Description

1 Button cover gasket

1 Hinge plate, button cover

1 Hinge plate screw, #6-32 x .250, SHC

1 Button cover locking screw, #10-32 x .500, captive, PHP

1 Front cover O-ring (M1.78 x 110.74)

1 Terminal lid O-ring (152-1)

1 Socket head set screw, terminal lid

1 Pneumatic cover gasket

1 Front cover sticker, Chronos IDP7000 digital positioner

1 Button sticker (normal mounting)

1 Button sticker (inverted mounting)

2 Grounding screw with square washer

Continued from above:
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Note: (1) Not available with FF or Profibus-PA versions.

I D P 7

PROTOCOL
4 4-20 mA, no communication

6 HART®

8 Foundation Fieldbus®

9 Profibus-PA®

DIAGNOSTICS
0 Standard

1 Advanced diagnostics (with pressure sensors)

2 Premium diagnostics (with pressure sensors)

HOUSING
0 Aluminum, with grey polyester painting (Valtek standard) and LCD display

1 Aluminum, with grey polyester painting (Valtek standard) and blind cover

2 Stainless steel, with LCD display

3 Stainless steel, with blind cover

S Version with special painting (upon request)

— CERTIFICATION
G General purpose

E Explosion proof

SHAFT
C Clamped D, 316 SS

D Standard D, 316 SS

N NAMUR, 316 SS

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
I 1/2" NPT

M M20

— ACTION
40 4-Way (double-acting)

30 3-Way (single-acting)

4V 4-Way with "vent" (double-acting)

3V 3-Way with "vent" (single-acting)

TEMPERATURE
S Standard operating temperature (-4 °F to +185 °F) 

L Low Operating Temperature (-40 °F to +185 °F)

GAUGES
PB Plastic, with brass internals, (psi/bar)

SB Stainless steel, with brass internals (psi/bar)

SS Stainless steel, with SS internals (psi/bar)

SO Special Gauge Options (customer specified)

NG Without gauges

— SPECIAL CIRCUITS
00 No special circuits

PT Position transmitter, 4-20 mA (1)

4S Position transmitter, with 2 DO and 1 DI (1)

AX Auxiliary circuits

SPECIAL OPTIONS
00 No special options

6 0 0 - E D I - 40 S SB - 00 00

11 – ORDERING INFORMATION
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12 – DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
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13 – CHRONOS IDP7600 TROUBLESHOOTING CHART

Error Message LED Color

“OS watchdog failure” Red

“NV0 bad, using NV1” Red

“NV readback failure” Red

“NV bad, using defaults” Red

“High temperature” Red

“Low temperature” Red

Multiple messages Yellow if no red conditions exist

“Not yet calibrated” Yellow if no red conditions exist

“Position deviation” Yellow if no red conditions exist

“Locked:Stuck button” Yellow if no red conditions exist

“Tight shutoff active” Green if no yellow or red conditions exist

None Green

Message Description Possible causes

“Feedback error” A feedback error has occurred during 
autocalibration

• The follower arm may not have traveled 
smoothly as the actuator was stroked to its open 
and closed positions
• The flat of the feedback potentiometer shaft 
may not be oriented correctly
• Follower arm might rotate more than 110 
degrees from the open and closed positions
• Follower arm swing may not be centered in the 
feedback potentiometers active region

“Relay Unstable” The positioner wasn’t able to control the 
relay during the “Finding offsets…” phase of 
autocalibration

• The relay may be dirty
• Supply pressure may not be constant
• The relay may need to be replaced
• An external force may be acting on the valve 
stem during autocalibration

“Valve Unstable” The positioner wasn’t able to control the 
valve during the “Finding offsets…” phase of 
autocalibration

• The valve packing might be causing the valve 
to stick
• The relay may be dirty
• An external force may be acting on the valve 
stem during autocalibration

Table XVII: Error messages and their corresponding LED indicator colors

Table XVIII: Autocalibration warnings and errors:
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“Low Relay Travel” The relay didn’t move significantly during 
the “Opening…” and “Closing…” phases of 
autocalibration

• The relay may be stuck
• Supply air may insufficient or disconnected

“Low Valve Travel” The valve didn’t move significantly during 
the “Opening…” and “Closing…” phases of 
autocalibration

• The feedback linkage may be disconnected or 
damaged
• The feedback potentiometer may be damaged 
or disconnected from the main board
• The flat of the feedback potentiometer shaft 
may not be oriented correctly
• The relay may be stuck
• Supply air may insufficient or disconnected
• Follower arm might rotate more than 110 
degrees from the open and closed positions
• Follower arm swing may not be centered in the 
feedback potentiometers active region

“Midpoint Failure” The positioner wasn’t able to control the 
autocalibration

• Supply air pressure may have fluctuated during 
autocalibration
• Supply air may be insufficient or disconnected.
• The feedback linkage may be disconnected or 
damaged
• Follower arm might rotate more than 110 
degrees from the open and closed positions
• Follower arm swing may not be centered in the 
feedback potentiometers active region
• The feedback potentiometer may be damaged
• The flat of the feedback potentiometer shaft 
may not be oriented correctly

“Valve Failed to Move” The valve didn’t move at all during the 
“Opening…” and “Closing…” phases of 
autocalibration

• Supply air may be insufficient or disconnected.
• The feedback linkage may be disconnected or 
damaged
• The feedback potentiometer may be damaged 
or disconnected from the main board
• The flat of the feedback potentiometer shaft 
may not be oriented correctly

Continued from above:

14 – HAZARDOUS LOCATION INFORMATION
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SAFE INSTALLATION AND 

OPERATION IN HAZARDOUS (CLASSIFIED) LOCATIONS

Introduction

This section covers the information needed to safely 
install and operate the Chronos positioner in areas where 
potentially explosive gases or dusts are present. It is 
imperative that the instructions here are followed in order to 
ensure that the installation doesn’t invalidate the positioner’s 
safety certification.

WARNING

Failure to follow these instructions may 
result in personal injury, loss of life and 
property damage! 

General Information

1. Ensure that all installation, operation and maintenance 
work is performed by trained and qualified personnel.
2. Area Classification and protection method must 
conform to the markings on the label. Verify that the 
markings are in agreement with the application.
3. Be sure to follow all of the applicable national and 
local electrical codes.
4. Verify that the air supply pressure cannot exceed the 
marking on the label.

IECEx and ATEX Requirements

1. When the equipment is installed in hazardous 
areas or explosive atmospheres it must be installed in 
accordance with the requirements of EN/IEC 60079-14 
(Explosive Atmospheres: Electrical installations design, 
selection and erection). Particular regard should be 
given to the correct selection of conduit or cable glands 
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for dust or gas atmospheres, which must be rated to 
IP66 to maintain the integrity of the equipment’s rated 
ingress protection.
2. When the equipment is used in ambient conditions of 
≥ +65°C all cables and cable glands employed must be 
rated for a minimum temperature of 80°C.
3. The grounding conductor must be the same gauge or 
larger than the signal wires.
4. In order to maintain the ingress protection ratings, 
make sure covers are properly installed with their sealing 
gaskets and the covers or cover screws are tight. 

Specific Conditions of Use for IECEx and ATEX

1. The flameproof joints are not intended to be repaired. 
Contact the original manufacturer for information on the 
dimensions of the flameproof joints.
2. The equipment shall be cleaned regularly such that 
a build up of dust greater than 5 mm is not allowed to 
accumulate on the enclosure.

Specific Conditions of Use for AEx

In addition to the specific conditions listed above, the 
following points must be observed for AEx-certified 
equipment:

WARNING

The Chronos positioner must be installed in 
an area with a low risk to impact, otherwise 
the AEx certification will not be valid.

The Chronos positioner must be installed in an area with 
a low risk to impact, otherwise the AEx certification will 
not be valid.

1. The equipment power must be supplied by an 
approved Class II power supply only.

Product Marking

Below is the marking label found at the top of the 
positioner which indicates the appropriate certifications 
and area classifications.

 

Figure 32 – Identification label of Chronos IDP7000 Positioners
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Although Valtek Sulamericana provides precise and detailed installation, operation and maintenance instructions, 
in accordance with their design reviews, the customer/user shall be responsible for the information provided to 
generate product specifications, shall understand precisely the operation and maintenance instructions provided 
with the products and shall provide training for their employees and contracted personnel regarding the safe use of 
Valtek Sulamericana products, in accordance with the specific applications they were designed for. The information 
herein shall not be considered as a certificate for assurance of satisfactory results. Valtek Sulamericana products 
are continuously improved and upgraded and the specification, dimensions and information contained herein 
are subject to change without notice. For further information or to confirm these presented here, consult Valtek 
Sulamericana at Rua Goiás, 345, Diadema, São Paulo, Brasil, CEP 09941-690, Phone: +55 11 4072-8600, Fax: 
55-11 4075-2477. 

HART and Fieldbus are a registered trademarks of the FieldComm Group, Austin, Texas, USA.
Profibus is registred trademark of Profibus International, Karlsruhe, Germany.

Valtek Sulamericana is a registered trademark. Quality Management System

Certificate No. 311001 QM

www.valteksulamericana.com.br
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